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I have always been a story teller. People’s backgrounds,

achievements and accomplishments fascinate me. In this

edition of The Symes Report I can say (quite boldly) that

my all-time heroes are featured in these pages and I am

thrilled to share their stories with you. They are stories of

strength, courage, kindness and creativity. 

 

The focus of this publication is on leadership, business

and the future of work. My hope for our readers is that

they will find inspiration in the stories and ideas within

these pages. I am so appreciative to all our contributors

and the incredible individuals who have shared their

stories, insights and thought leadership for our

publication. A particular thank you to Ita Buttrose and her

team at the ABC for their generosity and support in what

has turned out to be our best ever edition of The Symes

Report Magazine.  

 

Thank you to Symes Group’s Business Manager Miles

Toomey for his expertise and guidance in the process of

putting our publication together. Thank you to Ruth

Griffin for wonderful contribution and support. Thank

you to Alex Cotton from Ready Set Design.  Lastly, thank

you to our writers, Barbara Harvey and Ingrid Green for

the outstanding result achieved and their hard work and

talent that has produced a spectacular publication. From

everyone at Symes Group, we truly hope you enjoy the

read and thank you again to all the contributors who

generously shared their stories, insights and thought

leadership.
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Women in Leadership: Ita Buttrose
 

 

Ita Buttrose has had a brilliant and groundbreaking career.   She is one of Australia's
foremost women journalists, a businesswoman, TV presenter, and author. She was the first
woman editor of a major metropolitan newspaper, first woman on News Limited's board of
directors and most recently appointed chairwoman of the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation. In 2013, she was awarded Australian of the Year and received the NSW Award
for Excellence in Women’s Leadership in 2014. This year, Ita was awarded a Companion of
the Order of Australia for her significant service to the community through leadership in the
media, the arts, the health sector, and notably as a role model for women. She spoke to The
Symes Report about her thoughts on her early career, women in leadership roles and the
workforce.

Ita Buttrose was appointed editor of the Australian
Women's Weekly in 1975, Pic: Supplied
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I T A  B U T T R O S E

I’d like to urge more women to aim
for CEO roles because that’s where
the real power is & where change
can be implemented



Speak up...

What was it like for women working in the media when you
started out?
 
I started work at 15 having completed three months at a
secretarial college after leaving school. This meant I had
shorthand and typing skills. My mother had drummed into me the
importance of having skills.  Like many girls of that era, I thought I
would work for a few years, marry and have children, leave the
workforce and become a housewife. Very few people envisaged
the changes that Women’s Liberation would bring with it. I did
marry and have children but I didn’t go home. I kept working. I did
my cadet journalism training on the Sydney Daily and Sunday
Telegraphs having started as a copygirl on The Australian
Women’s Weekly. 
 
At the time the Telegraph and the Weekly were owned by Sir
Frank Packer. There were few women working as journalists in
the newsroom. Women were usually employed on the women’s
pages. It was only on the Women’s Weekly that women held
senior editorial positions: Editor, news editor, features editor,
chief sub. Those women were my role models. When I was 21, I
moved back to the Weekly as social editor and it was around
about that time when I realised I could go a lot further in my
career than I had ever imagined possible.

"You can’t lead successfully if you

can’t communicate in a way that

touches people's minds and hearts."

I set my sights on becoming the editor of  The Australian
Women’s Weekly – a goal I achieved when I was 33 – 18 years
after starting on the magazine as a copygirl.  I was the
Weekly’s youngest-ever editor, a distinction I still hold today.  
I have been a part of the evolution of the woman in the
workplace. It has been an exciting time to be a woman.
 
 
I’m sure workplace culture has improved a lot since then,
but do you think we’re doing enough?  
 
I am sure most women would agree that the workplace has
changed for the better, however there is still much room for
improvement. The proportion of female directors in the top
ASX 200 companies is almost 30 per cent, the best it has ever
been.  There has been a concerted push for women on boards
but even so four of the top ASX 200 companies still have no
female directors – is that because of unconscious bias
perhaps? Do these companies ever ask themselves do they
really have a good representation of diverse skills on their
boards?  Fifty companies have only one female director.  I’d
like to urge more women to aim for CEO roles because that’s
where the real power is and where change can be
implemented, such as the creation of genuine, family-friendly
workplaces and flexible hours for working mothers and
fathers.  Women’s progress in this top leadership role is far
too slow. The number of female CEOs in the top ASX 200
companies is only 11.
 
Women in CEO roles will remain a minority until women
make a concerted effort to overcome the barriers to the
CEO's office.  They need to push themselves forward more –
like men do – they need strong mentors, who can encourage
them to aim high and they need to work together to help not
only themselves but other women to crack this particular
glass ceiling.  Female directors should be looking at the
companies they represent and making sure women have the
right opportunities in various management roles that will
equip them for the knowledge they need for the CEO's role.
 
 

What are you hoping to bring to your role at ABC?
 
Leadership and stability; with my fellow directors,
establishing the direction for a positive future; encouraging
everyone – employees and listeners/viewers –  to embrace
the changes that technology is bringing and will continue to
bring to broadcasting and encouraging Australians to
continue to support and trust us, as they always have, as we
build an even stronger, more vibrant ABC.
 
You are a role model for women in continuing a career
later in life. What advice do you have for women who seek
to stay in the workforce?
 
Believe in yourself and realise how good you are. So many
women fail to appreciate their potential. Age doesn’t take
away your ability to do a good job. In fact it brings with it
knowledge, wisdom and tolerance which makes you a better
employee. Age discrimination is against the law. Don’t be
afraid to take action if you encounter it. And don’t let people
talk you out of your dreams which you are entitled to seek
whatever your age.
 
 

You’ve been a trailblazer in the media, and I’m sure made
some very bold decisions along the way. Was there
anything you regretted?
 
No there isn’t. I don’t see the point of looking back and
saying “if only I’d done this or done that.” You can’t change
any of the steps you’ve taken and everything I’ve done –
and not all of them have been successful – has shaped me
into the woman I am today. There’s no easy path through
life. It is full of detours and challenges and that applies to
our personal and professional lives.
 
 
 "It's always a good time to be a

woman. Make the most of your

woman friends. They are your best

support when times are tough."
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What’s the single most important attribute of a

good leader?

 

We’ll assume that the person really passionately

wants to be a leader – you’ve got to want the job.

Good communication skills are essential. Most

people think they are pretty good at communicating

– in reality few are. You can’t lead successfully if you

can’t communicate in a way that touches people's

minds and hearts. 

 

No one will follow a leader who isn’t able to

effectively communicate a message – whether it’s a

bad news or a good news message.  People can

accept bad news if the communication is

authoritative and strong … and honest.

 

Is now a good time to be a woman?

 

It’s always a good time to be a woman. Make the

most of your woman friends. They are your best

support when times are tough. They are fun to

celebrate with when times are particularly good.

Some of my best holidays have been with my woman

friends and that includes my daughter and my aunt.

When I’m with my woman friends laughter is never

far away.

"Don’t let people talk

you out of your

dreams which you are

entitled to seek

whatever your age."
Ita Buttrose

Pic: Supplied
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CHAMPION
THE HEART OF  A

In 2013, at the age of 64, endurance athlete Diana Nyad

swam from Cuba to Florida-180km unassisted and without a

shark cage. So where is she now and what is she doing? Diana

is the epitome of mental toughness,  courage and the human

spirit.  We have interviewed this iconic figure who inspires

millions across the globe and discovered she is all  heart.

Diana Nyad has so much to teach us all  about never giving up,

pursuing your dreams and always valuing the people around

you who lift you up.  
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THE HEART OF A CHAMPION

ARTICLE BY BARBARA HARVEY

Time. If there’s anyone who knows about the passing of
time, it’s Diana Nyad – the only person to swim 180km
from Cuba to Florida unassisted and without a shark cage. 
Measuring time, keeping time, contemplating and making
the most of time, “the non-stop tick tock of the clock” as she
describes it, has been the soundtrack to her life and work. 
 
The goal of that swim burned in her for 36 years, after 
failing her first attempt at 28.  But thanks to her
unwavering determination, herculean strength and the
power of the team around her, she did it. She did what no
other human had done, at any age, in 53 hours. And here’s
the kicker, she did it at the age of 64.  
 
So what now?  What happens to a champion who fulfils
their lifelong dream? From an Off-Broadway show, to a
walking movement of 1 million people to a world climate
change event, Diana’s life is fuller than ever and shows no
sign of slowing down.
 
“I hate to use that overly-used clichéd phrase 'the bucket
list',” says Diana about her upcoming one-woman show Off-
Broadway at The Minetta Lane Theatre in New York, but it
has been upfront in my mind as a goal for at least 40 years.” 
 
It may be a surprising dream for an endurance athlete, but
to know Diana Nyad is to know she is a born storyteller –
and the surprises just keep coming.
 
Diana’s TedTalk "Never Ever Give Up" has more than five
million views, she has penned a biography "Find a Way:
One Wild and Precious Life", has been a sports journalist
for decades and is a regular interviewee of Oprah Winfrey. 
 Her thoughts, views, stories and insights are philosophical,
funny and I dare say addictive.  
 
And even though the Broadway show is satisfying her
personal dreams, Diana is most fulfilled when she is
focused on others and living with a greater purpose.   Diana
notes that final successful swim was not a one-woman
show but an ensemble production.  “The power of 'we' is
infinitely stronger than the power of 'I',”  she declares.   On
reflecting why she succeeded at age 64 and not in her
athletic prime,  she shared, “when I was younger, I was so
ego, it was all about me, me, me. I’m so great, no one can do
it like I can…”  
 
 

Then something shifted within her, a deep gratitude for people around her
who were integral to each step of the expedition, from navigators to
trainers to box jellyfish guards. Diana explains that the hours and hours she
spent swimming in the ocean and looking towards the horizon – reflecting,
wondering and in awe of the world – shifted the focus from herself to
others.
 
“I found grace, I found a humility to know that its not just me out there… A
couple of hours from shore on that final Cuba swim I asked the navigator
John Bartlett and Bonnie if they could bring the team together in a semi
circle of boats because it turns out and I was right – I was too tired and too
overwhelmed on the shore to make that speech and there was too big a
crowd, so I didn’t have the privacy with my team, but I tread water about
two hours from the end. And I said to them, I am going to stumble up on
that shore, and somebody is going to take my picture, but don’t you ever
forget we did this, we did this together.”  She pauses for a few seconds as
she almost relives the moment and then explains, “The power of that was
much stronger than my 20-something self who said, I did this, I do
everything myself.”
 
 
 

Endurance swimming champion, Diana Nyad Pic: Catherine Opie
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FIND A WAY
It's that mantra that appears to be driving
her national campaign to get America
walking together.  EverWalk – “the
biggest walking initiative in America’s
history” (of course it is!) is a movement
led by Diana and her business partner
Bonnie Stoll to address obesity, apathy
and loneliness in America.“It is not for
athletic achievement, it’s not to get in the
Guinness Book of World Records, it's to
get out, to stop talking about Trump and
stop staring at the television and stop
eating poorly all day long like most
Americans do.  It’s to be outside under
the blue sky, in the great outdoors,
whether it is winter, whether its
summer… everybody, mostly everybody
can walk every day.”
 
In true Diana Nyad fashion, her goals and
expectations are epic.  She wants a
million people to join EverWalk. It’s a far
cry from the 7000 already registered.
Diana laughs about her “reach for the
sky” dreams.  “I’m always saying that we
are going to get a million people in
America to belong to the EverWalk
nation and Bonnie is always saying, 'We
only have 7000 right now. Why are you
saying you want to have a million? Why
don’t we shoot for 10,000 then we can
shoot 20,000?'."
 
"Because that doesn’t inspire me!” she
says intently, “we could fail horribly and
have to shut EverWalk down and then
people are going to say what a big mouth
you have, you said we are going to get a
million people walking and you only got
7000, it's just me. I’d rather fail shooting
for a million than succeed and get
10,000.”

Surely there are few people in this world
who have that mindset – most would be
thrilled with 10,000 people and see that
as a success.  Is this woman superhuman?  
Diana’s relentless courage and focus in
completing that swim included an
attempt where she almost died from box
jellyfish attacks, only to come back the
following attempt in a full body jellyfish
suit.  "Find a Way" is her mantra –
address the obstacle, and try again."The
word tenacity is the most important word
in our vocabulary, " affirms Diana.
 
Has she always been like this? Diana
takes a moment to collect her thoughts. 
 “I guess I would say I have always been
tough, I think there’s something in me
that analyses when a tough moment
comes very unconsciously, it's not like I
stop and say, if I don’t try, if I don’t really
dig down and find my true grit in this
moment, I’m going to regret it, I’m going
to say why? Why didn’t I try harder, why
didn’t I throw myself harder at it?   It's
just that I know I am going to be
disappointed with myself, the analysis is I
want to be tough every time, because I
have the courage to fail, I want to rise up
to that toughness every time."
 
Courage to fail is what Diana maintains
separates people who do extraordinary
things from those that don’t.  
 
“We all have the courage to succeed,” she
says, "but having the courage to fail,
that’s what inspires people.” And that’s
why her own journey of failure has
captured the hearts and minds of so many
people.  

“Because that’s the nature  of the
human spirit, is not to accept defeat
even if you are going to be defeated
over and over again. "Even if you
never make it to your very final goal,
you’ll gather your pride in yourself,
you’ll gather a spirit and it will take
you on to the next thing and the next
thing…we have tears in our eyes when
we see the person on the Olympic
track who trips and falls, and gets up
and finishes last..."

“We all have
the courage
to succeed
but having

the courage
to fail, that’s

what
inspires
people.”

Exhausted but triumphant.              Pics suppliedDiana takes to the water in her final, successful attempt at the Cuba-
Florida swim.

Diana Nyad
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05
FAILED ATTEMPTS

Diana first attempted the Cuba
to Florida swim at the age of 28.

DIANA
STATS

64
AGED SIXTY FOUR

1
1ST PERSON EVER.

Diana Nyad is the first person to
complete the Cuba to Flordia
swim, of any age or gender.

53
FIFTY THREE HOURS

In 2013, it took Diana 53 hours to
swim the 180km

Diana completed the swim
unassisted at the age of 64.



"We all get up out of our seats and give a
standing ovation, because we feel that
must be humiliating, to have trained for
10 years and not do in the race what you
have dreamed you were always going to
do, this was your one moment, you're not
going to get to do it again, but you get up
and you finish that race and the whole
world will applaud you.”
 
As for her own heroes, they’re the
everyday people who are contributing
positively to their community.  
 
She talks with great admiration of her
neighbour who despite her own adversity
is dedicating her time and energy to
helping at-risk youth build an enormous
tree house – with reclaimed wood,
featuring electricity and plumbing – to
occupy and engage the youth but also
provide a space and hub to congregate.
 
 "Those are the people I admire who
decide: I’m living it. I admire people who
don’t just close their doors, go inside and
say 'well I’ve made my nice little life, I
don’t care about my family, my
community or the world at large, I’m just
going to be comfortable, and eat my nice
little food, and not engage." 
 
 

Despite being brimful of humility and
having an enormous respect for others,
there’s no denying that Diana’s life, feats
and message are awe inspiring.
 
We will hear more in time about her third
project, an international event to help
preserve the oceans which have provided
her so much sanctuary and meaning
throughout her life.
 
In the meantime she continues to inspire. 
She has fans all over the world and her
message resonates beyond sport and
swimming.    Why does her life, her
journey and her words break through and
impact so many different people?
 
It’s about time and regrets, she reiterates.
  “I don’t think people want to get to the
end with regrets because there’s nothing
you can do with them; you can’t go back.  I
think that’s what people get from me,
when I speak, I don’t think they say to
themselves, 'I want to be a champion,  I
want to do something that no one on
earth has ever done before'.  Not many
people can.

 
 
"But people can make the most of their day. I
think underneath, most people feel
that they don’t want to waste, as Mary Oliver put
it 'this one wild and precious life of theirs'. They
don’t want regrets, they don’t want to get to the
end and say 'if only?'” 
 
Diana makes the most of her days, has few
regrets, has achieved an impossible feat and
shared her journey along the way.  She is a
perfect embodiment of her own words:
 
"You can never live this day again."

Below: Dream team Diana Nyad (left)
and coach Bonnie Stoll 
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Boardrooms to
Broadway

RANDI ZUCKERBERG TAKES
THE STAGE

 "I realised during my run
on Broadway that my love
of performance combined
well with my business and
entrepreneurial skills."

Entrepreneur, executive producer, businesswoman extraordinaire and avid theatre lover, Randi

Zuckerberg is a powerhouse woman with a vast collection of experience. After leaving Facebook in 2011

as the director of market development, Randi founded Zuckerberg Media, a boutique marketing firm and

production company.  She also developed a children’s book, Dot, about a tech-savvy 8-year-old girl who

goes on adventures and solves problems.  The book turned into a children’s TV series with Randi as the

executive producer. The Symes Report asked her about Facebook, women in tech and the power of

creativity.
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Your dream in the early days was to
sing on Broadway. How hard was it to
initially give that up?
 
I don't think you ever really "give up" on
your dreams, they just take different forms.
Theatre has been a crucial part of my 15-
year career, but not in the traditional
sense. From learning entrepreneurial grit
and perseverance from the auditions and
rejections process to my onstage
performances preparing me for the
countless speaking engagements I do each
year. Plus, you never know when your
dreams come back to find you, like in 2014
when I got a call from the producer of Rock
of Ages on Broadway, inviting me to star in
the musical for 30 performances!
When you’re an artist or creative at heart,
it becomes infused in everything you do
professionally!

22

You had a wonderful life in NYC after
you graduated from Harvard, and a
great career ahead of you. How did it
feel to leave that to join your brother’s
“project”?
 
I was very lucky to begin my career at
Ogilvy & Mather in New York City. They
have an excellent entry-level training
program where I came away with a deep
understanding of digital marketing. So it
was really a happy coincidence when my
brother called me saying that he was
starting a company and could use some
help on the online marketing front.  My
original plan was to spend a week or so in
Silicon Valley then return to NYC. But once
I saw what they were building — and how
exciting it was to be young and
entrepreneurial — I decided to stay in
California. One week quickly turned into
10 years! But there are definitely no
regrets in having the experience of a
lifetime.
 
 

How significant was your contribution
to the development of Facebook?
What did you take from your time
there?
 
Facebook was a small company with
limited resources in the early days.
Everyone had to roll up their sleeves
and take on multiple jobs. It was
exciting and empowering to learn new
skills and take on challenges and
responsibilities as the company grew.
But the biggest takeaway I have from
my time there is that taking risks, trying
new things, and failing was not
something to be feared, but to be
celebrated. I've carried that philosophy
with me in every role and project I've
taken on since.
 
 
You’re now following your own vision,
and no longer the supporting act in
somebody else’s. How does that feel?
 
Starting my own company was the
hardest and most rewarding thing I've
ever done. I've certainly had my fair
share of celebrations and roadblocks.
But I think I echo many other
entrepreneurs' sentiments when I say
that even my worst day working for
myself is better than my best day
working for someone else. It's exciting
to wake up every morning in service of
my own vision and passion projects.
 
Your priority now is recruiting women
in tech. Why is that so important and
what can women contribute to the
industry?
 
I spent 10 years in Silicon Valley being
one of the only women in the room. I
could never understand how such an
influential industry as tech was and still
is so incredibly male-dominated and
often unfriendly towards women. I want
things to be different for the next
generation so I started researching
when and why we lose women in STEM
fields. I found two major gaps: One in
childhood around age 8, and one in
entrepreneurship and access to venture
capital. With this knowledge, I set out to
create my own company, Zuckerberg
Media, which is focused on media
projects and education initiatives at
these two pivotal gap moments. 
 

As for what women can contribute to
the industry — what can’t they
contribute? Studies show that firms
with women in senior management
outperform on nearly every metric. Plus
gender diversity is critical to every
industry’s success.
 
 
How do you see tech enhancing our
lives in the future?
 
I think the most inspiring aspect is the
fact that the jobs many of us will have 5
to 10 years in the future don't even
exist yet! The best thing we can do is to
stay open-minded, curious and excited
to learn and grow as the world changes.
 
You’re still a creative. How did it feel to
revisit the Broadway dream?
 
Performing in Rock of Ages was an
amazing dream come true. It’s one of my
proudest moments. And it’s especially
fortuitous because my dream coming
true also opened up a new, unexplored
possibility of contribution.  I realised
during my run on Broadway that my
love of performance combined well with
my business and entrepreneurial skills.
Now here I am, five years later, co-
producing two Tony award-winning
Broadway shows (Hadestown eight and
Oklahoma two), and producer on the
revival production of Rock of Ages!
Sometimes your passions and skills
intersect in a way never imagined. 
 
You’ve lived in the corporate
technology world for a long time; how
do you keep the creativity and what
does it mean to your work and family
life?
 
I try to create experiences and content
that help kids, families, and the young at
heart fall in love with STEM in a way
that’s fun and educational. That being
said, today — and probably for the next
few years — my kids think I’m the
coolest mom on Earth. But soon they’ll
be teenagers and say, “Come on mom,
pop-up tech restaurants? Animated
kids’ shows? That’s so pre-2025.”
Regardless, I’ll keep chipping away at
different paths for women and girls to
get into tech any way I can. And I'll
always be a creative and artist at heart!

Stay open-minded,
curious, excited to
learn and grow as
the world
changes..
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"Starting my own
company was the
hardest and most
rewarding thing
I've ever done."

Pick Three....
'Pick three' is an inspiring manual for ambitious women who want to live a
purposeful life encompassing career and family.  With vivacious wit and
fantastic tips and tricks, Randi Zuckerberg shares hilarious insights into how
to be ok with living a topsy turvy life.
 
"Even my worst day working for myself is better than my best
day working for someone else. It's exciting to wake up every
morning in service of my own vision and passion projects."
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Primary
Care

By Barbara Harvey

 

V I S I O N  A N D  V A L U E S

W I T H  J O E  S H O R T

Joe Short, partner at PwC, is passionate about
supporting the most vulnerable Australians through his
work in the company’s commissioning and contestability
practice.   
 
A true empath and voice for diversity, Joe shared his
vision for a more accepting and responsible society with
Barbara Harvey, along with his insights on prejudice,
gender stereotypes, work life balance and the perplexing
quandary of why women’s clothes don’t have pockets!

Pic: Supplied
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“The true mark of

a community or

country is how

you look after

your most

vulnerable.”
 

 

 

Joe’s keenness for establishing great
partnerships across government, the
private sector and not for profits has seen
organisations and stakeholders come
together to deliver outcomes within the
health, human services and justice sectors.
 
“I’m really passionate about making
meaningful differences in the lives of those
who need the support or assistance,” says
Joe, who is motivated and heartened when a
great partnership creates positive change.
 
“In my work I see a huge amount of strength
and capability, time, passion and investment
in organisations who are desperate to make
an impact and improve the outcomes of our
most vulnerable Australians.  It’s important
now more than ever.  “The true mark of a
community or country is how you look after
your most vulnerable,” Joe says.“ Our
society needs to do better when it comes to
supporting members of our community who
need help."
 
Despite his obvious passion and dedication
for ensuring vulnerable Australians have
the support and assistance they need, Joe
admits his career started on a different
trajectory.  
 
 

"It chose me rather than I chose it! Which is
unusual for people in the human services
sector.” Born in the UK, Joe’s queasiness at
the sight of blood meant that the family
tradition of medicine wasn’t for him. Instead
he pursued studies in management
consulting, “I’ve always been interested in
strategy, business and how things work
together and also really interested in
partnerships."
 
Work life balance
 
After moving to Australia eight years ago
with his Australian wife, he has navigated a
successful career in two of the world’s top
tier consulting firms, but the dual demands
of being a hands-on dad and a partner in
consulting have offered the biggest
challenges. Joe has two young children and
both he and his wife have full time
successful careers.
 
"It is a massive constant challenge. The
honest reality is it’s a roller coaster! 
 Consulting work by its nature is not an easy
fit into structured family routine.  There’s no
steady state to slot it into. So work life
balance is fundamentally a fluid concept. 
 It's also important that I think about my
physical and mental health and ability to be
effective."
 
 

Joe Short,
Partner, PwC
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"Every day is different and brings its own
surprises, so I am often kept on my toes.”  
 
Joe’s attitude to maintaining the balance is
to work within the environment you are in
and to be practical.  
 
"You have to grab the balance when you can
grab it.  When it's busy and everything is
going on, the opportunity to take time away
from work is limited, but when that’s not the
case, I’m all for embracing the free time and
getting my balance back where it belongs.
 
Taking responsibility for your own work life
balance, understanding your limits and being
firm about your boundaries is key to
maintaining work life balance, Joe argues. 
 
Boundaries and expectations are two words
he uses interchangeably with work life
balance but he concedes those in senior
roles must understand the responsibility
they bear when setting expectations with
their direct reports. “All too often, the ability
for a junior person to say ‘no I’ve got too
much on’ is limited.  So those in senior roles
have a responsibility to set clear and realistic
expectations.  Company policies are
extremely significant in creating a culture
that fosters work life balance," Joe adds.
 
 “There are lots of great things at PwC which
help with work life balance. All roles are
flexible, there’s no dress code, and you can
work remotely... to name a few."
 
Joe cites a detachment from work being
important too and for him this includes his
passion for cinema, playing soccer, collecting
street art and spending time with his family.
“I love street art, graffiti, and I have collected
great pieces from the UK and Australia.”
 
Prejudice in the workplace
 
With great hopes for a more inclusive
society than in the past, Joe’s insights into
prejudice, its causes and how to navigate a
workplace where prejudices exist are
illuminating.  "As someone who has grown up
as mixed race, I’ve always been aware of
prejudice and peoples’ beliefs. The
unfortunate reality is that prejudice exists
throughout the workplace, as it exists
throughout society."
 
 

"The damage

caused by

gender

stereotyping

(intentional and

unintentional). 

 is equally

damaging for

women and

men in the

workplace.."

"It would be naive to think that it doesn’t.
It’s an unfortunate consequence of some of
those innate beliefs some of us have learned
or been taught either consciously or
unconsciously throughout our lives."
 
So how can we ensure prejudice doesn’t
take place in the workplace if it is innate
with so many people?  
 
Joe has a simple view.  “I hope that people
can move away from those beliefs, but I’m
quite realistic that that might take time for
some and others may never get there. What
I do think is important is that interactions do
not reflect those beliefs, particularly when
at work. Those who do still have
unacceptable views really need to challenge
themselves on them in order to move
forward."  He is pragmatic about the reality
of such a request. 
 
“That’s a hard thing for a lot of people to do,
particularly when views are entrenched
over time.  It will take time for some to
change their thinking.”
 
Gender Diversity
 
Joe forewarns that the damage caused by
gender stereotyping (intentional and
unintentional) is equally damaging for
women and men in the workplace. “If you
reinforce my role as a man in one direction
that reinforces the role of a woman in
another direction.  Men taking out the
rubbish, men changing the light bulb, those
stereotypes are in many ways as powerful
and damaging beliefs to hold in both
directions.  I think that raises interesting
questions around what might we consider
cultural norms.”
 
Joe suggests that attempts at reversing
traditional roles help men on many levels.
"When my daughter was born, I took three
months off to be the primary carer. It was a
real eye opener in that it changed my
fundamental beliefs around what you can
and can’t do working part-time – around
what’s achievable. It was a real reality check
for me.”
 
Prior to this hands-on experience, Joe
admits he was less understanding of
individuals, working part-time/raising young
children and their capabilities and
accessibility on non working days.
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What’s next? “That’s a really good question. I have to think
about this answer!” he says with a big laugh.  “I have been
with PwC since 2017 and I was brought over to lead and
help build up the commissioning practice.  I am really
focused on doing that, and establishing a leading team that
works on some of the most complex and challenging
problems facing vulnerable Australians.  At the moment my
focus is making sure what we do at PwC is as good and
impactful as possible.  Outside of this, who knows?  Early
retirement is always appealing?” he says with a laugh. 
 
Something tells me Joe’s ambition and quest to  serve
vulnerable Australians will stave off retirement for a very
long time and considering the impact Joe’s work has, that’s
a good thing.
 
 

The experience of being a primary carer meant he shifted
his expectations of others.  He encourages more men with
children to take some time away from work to be the
primary carer. “Every man that I’ve known that’s done
that role has come back with a different perspective of
diversity and around looking after kids and working, so I
think it’s a really powerful experience and will only be
created when more men do that.”
 
Speaking of children, gender conditioning via children’s
clothing is a bugbear for Joe.  It’s the pockets that really
bother him – or rather the lack of pockets for girls and
women.
 
Women’s clothing sometimes has a fake pocket. “What
does that mean?” he asks baffled, “that women don’t have
anything important to collect?” 
 
I was perplexed by the question and since our
conversation I discovered that the issue of women’s
pockets in fashion has a long history in the gender debate.  
It’s so great to have people like Joe holding partner roles
in leading firms. He’s not afraid to ask questions, some
simple and obvious but difficult ones too.
 

Listen to The Symes Report podcast with Joe Short on iTunes
and Spotify 

Joe and family
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SHARNA COLLARD
INDIGENOUS BUSINESS WOMAN OF THE YEAR 2019 

Leader of the Fleet

Kim Collard (Sharna's Dad)  & Sharna Collard
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It also helped erase any feelings of self-doubt she may
have been feeling when she was younger. Fifteen years
ago, she says, “I didn't believe in myself.” But that has
changed, and she credits her growth to a focus on
personal development, leveraging her passions and
surrounding herself with powerful mentors and role
models.  A leader who values empathy above all,  Sharna
feels most purpose and pride around her involvement in
the Bibbulmun Fund, which offers financial support to
Aboriginal-owned and delivered projects. Part of the
proceeds generated from all Kooya companies are
channelled into this community investment arm.
 
“I am a huge believer that businesses are a great way to
set up society and create economic independence.” 
 
Underlying the philosophy and ethics behind the
businesses Sharna leads is the Third Space framework
which she has helped shape and develop. Sharna
explains, “The Third Space is a powerful tool and
framework where the Aboriginal the non-Aboriginal
worlds intersect.”
 
The intersection of the two worlds is familiar to Sharna,
having grown up with an Aboriginal father and non-
Aboriginal mother.  “Growing up I didn’t know which
world I belonged to, so this framework gave me the
knowledge, the skills and the tools to operate effectively
between my two worlds. 

Sharna Collard, (second from left) was awarded Young Indigenous Entrepreneur of the Year at the Supplier Diversity Awards for 2018. 
She's pictured with (left-right) host Luke Carroll, award sponsor EY's Terence Jeyaretnam and host Brooke Boney.                                                

                                                                                    PIc supplied

Sharna Collard is a proud Balladong-Wilmen woman of
the Noongar Nation, leads three businesses, is a
passionate advocate for supporting Aboriginal-owned
businesses and projects, and working to bring Aboriginal
and non Aboriginal communities together. She also holds
some pretty prestigious awards.What’s the secret to her
success? Passion. Having passion for what you do is vital,
Sharna says. It’s what sustains her in her work. “I truly
believe that having your own business gives you the
freedom and the autonomy to create your own
independence. That’s what gets me out of bed every
single day. A strong focus on business and
entrepreneurship and bringing the community along on
my business journey.”
 
Sharna is CEO of Kooya Australia Fleet Solutions (an
Aboriginal owned fleet and finance company), General
Manager of Kooya Consultancy and Board Member of
Kulbardi Pty Ltd. She's received recognition for her hard
work, tenacity and passion including this year's Supplier
Diversity Awards Indigenous Businesswoman of the Year
and Young Indigenous Entrepreneur of the Year for
2018. But the awards are not her main driver. 

Sharna admits she’s not one for the spotlight. She is
grateful and recognises their significance, but says
shining the light on her own achievements and success
helps pave the way for others. The accolades have
another added bonus. Having worked for 10 years with
her father Kim Collard, CEO of Kulbardi Pty Ltd and
Kooya Consultancy, Sharna acknowledges that achieving
recognition in her own right has been important for her
confidence and identity. She now feels, “firmly rooted in
my own roots, in my own story and in what I can bring to
the table.”
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"The Third Space is about two cultures working
together, having some form of common ground, but
more importantly, understanding the rules of
engagement and how to operate effectively.”
 
Fostering young indigenous talent is another passion
of Sharna’s. She has taken Indyanna Narrier – who
recently joined the Kooya Australia Fleet solutions –
under her wing. Indyanna graduated from Clontarf
Girl's Academy in 2018 and is the first woman in her
family to graduate from high school. Sharna feels it’s
an honour to guide Indyanna, describing her as an
“absolute superstar with natural leadership skills”.  
 
As a business leader, mentor and advocate for The
Third Space, there’s not much Sharna can’t do. While
she continues to forge ahead and inspire, we can all
watch this space.
 
By Barbara Harvey

“having your own business

gives you the freedom and

the autonomy to create your

own independence.”

SHARNA COLLARD

Sharna Collard with mentee Indyanna Narrier
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FINDING
DIRECTION

T H E  H E L M S M A N  P R O J E C T

The Helmsman Project
Pics supplied

By Ingrid Green



“A lot of them are from refugee
backgrounds, we work with a lot of girls
who are kept at close quarters in their
families and communities who are really
keen to try new things, to see themselves
differently."
 
The organisation raises the money for
the participants so there’s no cost to
families, and schools need only provide
an on-site teacher and transport to and
from the venue. Participants are usually
14-15 years old. 
 
Charmaine says there is a wealth of
research that shows that adventure
education is particularly beneficial at
that age as it’s a psychological
transitional point for young people.
 
“They’re starting to move from being
kids towards being adults. “It’s a really
important point in developing your own
identity.  They like to try new things,
take new things on.

There's nothing like a real adventure to
challenge a person's way of thinking –
especially a teenager. The Helmsman
Project aims to do just that.
 
 It's a coaching and experiential
learning program for Year 9 students
located in communities experiencing
disadvantage. Through professional
coaching, hands-on experiences and
community projects, young people
learn to see the opportunities available
to them and increase their sense of
hope, self-regulation, resilience and
community mindedness. 
 
Equipped with these life skills, they can
make better decisions and reach their
full potential.  
 
Head of programs Dr Charmaine
O’Brien explains: "The program is a
combination of adventure or outdoor
education and developmental
coaching, offered to kids from
disadvantaged backgrounds.

 It gives them an immediate, concrete
experience of doing something that
was hard, but they did it."
 
The developmental coaching adds
further value.  “We take that
experience that they’ve had and
extend it so they get more out of it.
 
We use that experience to help them
take a broader perspective on
themselves, on others and the world.
So they see themselves differently,
they see others differently and they
see greater potential for themselves,
or for resources or opportunities in the
world.”They also do a community
project.“That’s about helping them
develop a bigger perspective on the
world. They choose an issue in the
community that they think needs
addressing and initiate their own
project idea around that, then they do
that project.” 

The Helmsman Project
Pic: Supplied



The venture eventually led to a paid position. She
welcomes the opportunity to continue coaching
and develop her learning at the same time. “It’s
not easy coaching teenagers, they often don’t
give you a lot. They can be very closed.
Sometimes, some of them can be challenging.
They push your buttons. But at the end, when
you’ve done it, when you go back and talk to
them, that’s when you see how positive it’s been
for them. How over time, those little things that
we’ve planted have grown, and that’s really, really
rewarding.”
 

Dr Michael Cavanagh of Sydney University's coaching psychology
department had a lot of input into the design and ongoing
development of the program, which had a three-year Australia
Research Council-funded study examine its impact. But Charmaine
says the results can be obvious. Participants report feeling more
confident, have increased self-worth and are able to present
themselves better. They have a clearer direction, may become
more focused on study, and some say their relationships at home
improve.  “We help them think in a bigger way. To think about the
choices they’re making.
 
“If you’ve been through a program like ours that helps you
understand your value, your purpose, you can see how you can use
that to drive your decisions.”
 
One boy with severe cerebral palsy welcomed the opportunity to
be seen by his peers as more than just the kid in the wheelchair. 
 The program is valuable socially too.  “A lot of them find it really
useful to make friends. They’re really curious about others. Even
when they’ve got a nice friendship circle at school, they’re really
curious to meet others.
 
“They learn from their peers, they naturally want to seek as many
different interactions as they can.”  Charmaine got into coaching
about 10 years ago, when it was becoming popular in the
leadership space. “I thought that’s how I naturally work with my
team.”
 
So she did a masters degree in coaching psychology and put her
experience mentoring young people into practice, volunteering at
The Helmsman Project.

Head of programs Dr Charmaine O’Brien
Pics supplied
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B Y  B A R B A R A  H A R V E Y

Are you aware that your emotions contain signposts linked to your
values?  When experiencing tough emotions, do you avoid them?
Susan David Ph.D has made a career of asking these questions and
researching the value of emotions. Her concept of emotional agility,
a “process that allows you to be in the moment, changing or
maintaining your behaviours so that you can live in ways that align
with your intentions and values”, is a method which Harvard
Business Review declared as the Management Idea of the Year
(2013).  We had the honour of interviewing Susan to learn more
about her groundbreaking work.

EMOTIONAL
COURAGE

Susan David Ph.D  global expert
on Emotional Courage

Pics Supplied
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Best selling author, Harvard Medical School psychologist
and international speaker Susan David PhD knows a thing
or two about emotions. Her work, borne from personal
experience with grief in her childhood, challenges what she
terms is a societal norm of “thinking positively.” Our need
for everything to be okay, warns Susan, and our propensity
to label emotions good and bad are affecting our wellbeing
and our ability to lead, succeed and even to parent. 
 
One of our faults as a society is that we label emotions as
good and bad. Joy and happiness are good, anger and grief
are not good. According to Susan “discomfort is the price of
admission to a meaningful life.” And yet we belong to a
culture which attempts to quash and quieten difficult
emotions such as anger, shame and sadness.  But by doing so
are we missing out on a meaningful life? Susan thinks so.
Emotions, whether good or bad, have evolved in us to help
us to respond or even survive. Susan refers to the
commercial industry of happiness; we are pressured to buy
this, take that, do this and you will be happy.  

But in putting a band-aid over the difficult emotions, Susan
wisely notes “suppressed emotions inevitably surface in
unintended ways.” And sometimes that turns up looking
ugly. Like when we lash out at our loved ones. “Unnamed
emotions cause uncontrollable stress,” explains Susan. 
 Susan clarifies that just because we feel an emotion it
doesn’t mean we have the right to act on it, “But our
emotions contain signposts.  Just because I feel guilty about
my children doesn’t mean that I should feel guilty, but it
often means there’s a value that sits beneath it, the value of
connecting with my children and that I’m not feeling enough
of it.”  
 
In Susan’s TED talk “The Gift and Power of Emotional
Courage” which has had over 5 million views, Susan
connected with the world by using the Zulu greeting
“Sawubona” which translates as "I see you," and shared how
important it is as humans to be seen or felt seen in our
entirety. Here are some insights from Susan shared during
our interview.
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You say that courage is fear walking.  What does courage look
like to you and whose courage has inspired you?
 
My Father, who I speak about in my talk has inspired me.   He was
never one of those people who would say to me, “just be
positive…” He always had the courage to see me as I am, fearful,
upset. The “Sawubona.” What that meant was at times I was
fearful, but he was able to enter into that space with me and just
see me. And that’s not an easy thing to do as a human being. 
There's a certain courage in just being with another person in a
way that's not flippant, that just allows that person to be seen. 
 
When I look at the most effective leaders, I think that courageous
leadership is very rarely about the inspirational speeches and it’s
much more about the micro moments of people feeling seen and
that involves the leader standing in courage.  For leaders, listening
takes courage. Hearing “I don't agree with this transformation in
the organisation, or I am worried about what this means for my
job or I don't think we are being led effectively,”  for most leaders
is difficult to hear.  It takes courage for a leader to move into a
space of vulnerability and say: “What is this emotion that this
person is experiencing? What does it teach me? And what does it
teach me about what is important to this person?”   
 
Being able to move beyond the space of saying, “I have to own
every single solution.” When you move into a space where you're
able to be with another person, then you are co-creating
something, but it takes courage. It takes courage to put down that
sense of, “it's all on me. I've got to have all the answers.”
 
If courageous leadership involves helping people feel seen, does
that mean wellbeing is not an individual’s responsibility?
 
 It's so easy when people are going through difficult situations to
say, “you should just be positive” or “everything will be okay.” We
experience this narrative in society: Positive vibes only. Just
choose happiness. It's all about what's inside you…Your child, for
example, comes home from school and is upset, and we say, “it's
okay.” But it’s not okay. There's so much systemic injustice that
exists in the world.  And so, sometimes the idea of, “it's okay” or
you can just choose happiness, can abrogate societal
responsibility. And I'm not suggesting for a moment that our
thoughts and emotions don't matter, but it does put the
responsibility of wellbeing on the individual and it starts to take
away our societal responsibility to recognise how our social
policies, and our organisational policies around workplace
wellness, flexibility and mobility can and do impact on your
wellbeing.
 
 
 

You talk a lot about self compassion and how it creates
psychological safety within ourselves and an environment
where we’re more likely to take risks.  Also how we
recognise we’re doing the best we can with who we are,
what we’ve got and the resources we’ve been given in life.  
Do you practise self-compassion? Are you kind to
yourself? 
 
 
I am always kind to myself.  I never try and talk myself out of
emotions. If I'm feeling something, I never judge myself for
that feeling. For example, I never think "I shouldn't feel
that.”  But I have learned that over time.  I definitely went
through a stage where I would judge myself and I was
treating myself in a way that I wouldn't treat a friend. One
of the things that's really important to me is creating little
pockets in the day that are my space and my time and I
don’t make myself feel guilty about those.  My research has
helped me with this. Because self-compassion especially in
leaders is thought to come across as being soft, weak or
lazy.  In fact, the research shows the opposite. The research
shows that when people are kind to themselves, they're
more honest, they're more motivated, they don’t let
themselves off the hook. Because what they're doing is
creating a space for themselves, in which they are ok even if  
they fail.  And it’s those people who are more willing to take
risks.
 
 

INTERVIEW WITH SUSAN DAVID P  .DAN h

"It takes courage
for a leader to
move into a space
of vulnerability"

 
 

Susan David Ph.D
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Love
your
work

 

By  Barbara  Harvey

Marcus Buckingham speaking at the World Business Forum,
Sydney 2019 

MARCUS BUCKINGHAM



People care which company they work for

The best plan wins

The best companies cascade goals

The best people are well-rounded

People need feedback

People can reliably rate other people

People have potential

Work/life balance matters most

“Leadership” is  a thing

Marcus declared to us all  that to be fulfilled you
need to spend your life building on your strengths.
He warned us we all  have one super strength and
some are lucky to have two, but that’s it,  no more.
Marcus fears that our culture of developing our
weaknesses is doing us a disservice. “Your strengths
strengthen you and your weaknesses weaken you,”
Marcus said simply.  And determining what
strengthens or weakens you depends on how you
feel about the activity.  You may be good at
something but if  you don’t enjoy it  and after
engaging in the activity you are weakened, then it’s
not your strength.   Which now explains why excel
spreadsheets are my kryptonite.    
 
So how do you figure out what that strength is? How
does that connect with engagement at work? Fall  in
love, pleaded Marcus with passion. Fall  in love with
what you do.  And how is that done? Try a
love/loathe work audit,  he told the increasingly
attentive audience.  Keep a log of your activities
over a week noting which ones you love and loathe. 
 
But for those who are disengaged, Marcus’ team's
research uncovered current approaches to increase
engagement are off the mark.   They termed the
problematic beliefs as lies.  
 
The 9 lies are as follows: 

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

 
“People don’t care which company they work for!”
Marcus announced to his surprised audience.  I
wasn’t sure how well  this would be received. "No,
they don’t,"  he affirmed. They care which company
they join and after that it ’s  about who they work
with and whose team they are on.“The best plan
wins?” Lie number 2.  “No it  doesn’t”,  says Marcus,
because by the time the plan is put into effect,
circumstances have changed and industries could be
disrupted. So the best plan doesn’t win.
 
 
 
[1]ADP Research Institute - The Global Study of
Engagement 
 
 

“Leadership is a thing.” “People need feedback.” “The
best companies cascade goals.”  These were termed
lies by Marcus Buckingham during his invigorating
presentation at this year's World Business Forum in
Sydney and in his latest controversial best seller
“Nine Lies About Work",  co-written with Ashley
Goodall.  Marcus Buckingham is an award-winning
author,  global speaker and researcher.  He is most
known for his work in “strengths” and encouraging
individuals all  over the world to tap into their key
strengths and leverage them for a fulfill ing life.  He
voices concern over leadership theory, performance
management and candid feedback and worries that
by focusing on what’s wrong with ourselves and the
workplace we are missing a golden opportunity to
focus on what’s right.
 
Marcus is an impressive speaker and communicator,
heartfelt,  passionate and rigorously academic.    As an
audience member in Marcus’ talk at the World
Business Forum Sydney, I  was swept away by the
stats,  the stories and the bleakness of
disengagement in the Australian workplace. But I
was also struck by Marcus’ impact on those around
me.   As he stepped through the “Nine Lies About
Work” at times he evoked laughter,  especially when
he talked about cascading goals hitting staff l ike
toxic rain.  It  was “he gets us” chuckles from the
crowd, but at other times he hit a raw nerve which
caused some uncomfortable seat shifting.
Because if  you look at the reverse of l ies there’s the
truth. “Leadership is not a thing.” “People do not
need feedback.” “Companies should not cascade
goals.”  (Confronting thoughts to consider at a
leadership conference full  of leaders!) But Marcus’
research and passion, virtually irrefutable brought
the audience on board and his message was
unequivocally received.
 
“Most of what we know and understand about work
is just simply not true,” argued Marcus. “And we are
in crisis,”  he added, “a crisis of disengagement.” 
 Marcus has spent the majority of his career
collecting data,  all  things knowable on people at
work, who they are, what they do and why they do it.
His recent research uncovered a mind-boggling
statistic.  75% of people in Australia are actively
disengaged at work.   Which means aside from the
15% who are engaged, for the overwhelming
majority of people,  work is simply transactional.  It
involves showing up and getting paid.  And globally
the results are worse. The Global Study of
Engagement, which Marcus’ team conducted by
surveying 19,346 full-time and part-time employees
across 19 countries,  indicated that 84% of workers
are just turning up to work instead of “contributing
all  they could to their organisations.”[1]  I  was
staggered by this statistic.  Aren’t we more qualified,
educated and skilled than ever?  Aren’t organisations
pouring funds and resources into wellbeing and
professional development? What is going on here?
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As he continued through his talk the audience were
letting down their guard.   As for the other lies? Well,
you need to read the book for the details but one of
the most controversial l ies Marcus presents to the
audience is “people need feedback.”   
 
People need feedback
 
“People need feedback is a l ie”,  Marcus
enlightened his now perplexed audience. No, no, no
people were thinking in their heads, this can’t be
right.   We thrive on a feedback culture. 
Feedback; receiving it,  giving it,  for some is just part
of the job.   It’s expected you can take it  and
it's expected you can give it.  There are even courses
on it.  However, in reality,  most feedback is negative.
A fact Marcus claims does more harm than good. 
“Feedback actively impairs learning,” explained
Marcus which is the opposite of its intended effect.  
And what’s more, feedback is arrogant.    You are the
only expert of yourself.    Someone else’s opinion of
you says more about them than you. And finally
spending so much time as leaders on providing
feedback is a misuse of energy. You are spending
time on those actions and characteristics of your
people that are not their area of strength. Instead
you should be focused on how they can strengthen
their strengths.  Leaders should be leveraging the
strengths of those around them by stopping and
acknowledging when an individual is demonstrating
their strength. He termed it
a “high priority interrupt” and the aim is to
investigate why and how that person is flourishing in
that exact moment.
 
It  makes sense, doesn’t it? As human beings we like
to be respected as individuals,  we like to be praised
and for most people,  the idea of “feedback” is loaded
and judgemental.  Think of children and how they
thrive with praise,  not empty praise,  but specific
praise.    Their spirits soar.    Reward good behaviour,
feed it.
 
As Marcus closed the conference, the atmosphere
was electric.  The audience poured into the lobby
excited, motivated and ready to put two days of
theory into action. On my way home, reflecting on
Marcus' visceral words and calls to action, I  opened
up my complimentary notepad and drew a rough line
down the middle of the page. At the top of one side
I wrote “love” and the other “loathe.” I  reflected on
the week and my tasks ahead and instantly I  knew
what would come first on my love list.  Writing this
story.
 
 
 
 
 

Love Loathe
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Write a positive statement about yourself
 
 
 
 
 

POSITIVE MINDSET ACTIVITIES

Write three good things which happened on
the weekend.
 
1.
 
 
2.
 
 
3.

 

WAYS TO ENCOURAGE POSITIVE THINKING
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The impostor phenomenon was introduced by psychologists Pauline Clance and Suzanne Imes in 1978

and largely attributed to women. Karina Mak of the Westpac Group STEM PhD program* is focusing her

research on Impostorism and her results reinforce it’s not a female phenomenon at all.  The Symes

Report interviewed Karina about the causes and implications of Impostorism and the biggest surprises

her research has revealed.

 

 

 
*The STEM PhD program, a joint venture between Westpac and the Group of Eight (Go8) universities,  offers students with a focus on science, technology,
engineering and mathematics part-time employment with the Westpac Group while they complete their PhD. 

Impostorism: An academic approach

Karina Mak, Imposterism Researcher and Psychologist
Pic: Supplied 
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Traditionally Impostorism has been
associated with women; have you found a
correlation with gender?
 
Initially, it was seen in female clinical
populations, but that was because a lot of
the research tended to focus on females.
We now know that there are limited to no
gender differences when it comes to
Impostorism. It’s easy to make that
connection, to say that it’s women who
experience it far more than men. But as a
gender, and I say this very generally,
women are more willing to talk about our
feelings, we are more willing to have
conversations about self-doubt, and this is
connected to the way in which men and
women are educated and socialised.  I
think men don’t report it overtly as much.
When men are studied, however, they tend
to report it, because those results are
aggregated and confidential. When we
tease it apart statistically we see there is
no difference between men and women.
 
What are the implications of
impostorism?
 
If it is not managed well, what the research
has shown so far, in the workplace
employees experiencing the imposter
phenomenon tend to experience lower job
satisfaction. And we have seen individuals
staying within an organisation largely
because they fear losing the benefits of the
role rather than benefiting from
connecting with the organisation's values.
So there is a disconnect between being
committed because you believe in the
values of an organisation versus being
committed purely because there’s too
much to lose if you leave the organisation.  
 
The negative implications are that we
could be potentially losing high performing
individuals, next potential innovators, next
CEOs, but because of the self-doubt they
are not putting themselves in a position to
succeed. Or they may leave the
organisation because it's just too
overwhelming. That’s costly to the
organisation, losing that person, replacing
that person, rather than fostering that
individual to grow and to succeed and to
continue to contribute to that
organisation. And in terms of the
experience for the individual. It can be
linked to anxiety and depression and these
could be at clinical levels. If they’re not
reporting it or getting help, there could be
challenges for that individual which could
have very negative ramifications.
 
 
 
 
 

"Your reality is
different from
what everyone
else is seeing."

How can we prevent it? What is being done?
 
Within this research area, there are no
research projects which have looked at
actual interventions. I only know of one
study which looked at perceived
organisational support. The organisation
supplied descriptions of support employees
could have, and looked at how that employee
would feel if they got that support. 
 
Individuals who experienced impostorism,
felt better if those mechanisms were in
place. At this stage, there’s no actual
programs, no specific training that’s been
shown to work. But in my mind, if an
individual is experiencing impostorism a lot,
there needs to be good support systems
around them.  They need to have sufficient
self-awareness to know it’s impacting them
and they need to go out and get help. Or the
support system around them needs to
recognise they’re struggling, see they have
potential and are able to offer sufficient
support. My hope for the future is that there
will be strongly backed evidence -based
interventions on how to deal with it.
 
Have you had any surprises in your
research?
 
My results from my first study indicate that
impostorism and perfectionism correlate
highly. Which leads to the question, are they
two separate constructs or are they the
same thing? That’s controversial. Imposter
research started in the late 70s and no one
has questioned if it’s distinct or if it comes
under another umbrella which could be
perfectionism. So I haven’t finished data
collection for study 2 yet, but when I do we
will have an answer to the question whether
it is distinct or not. 

How would you define Imposterism?
 
Imposterism is a form of self-doubt. Despite
all objective evidence telling you otherwise
that you are professionally or intellectually
very capable and competent, you still doubt
yourself.   Your reality is different from what
everyone else is seeing, in terms of the
awards, the accolades, the high pay, or entry
into a graduate program.  Despite all of this,
you say "oh no that’s not really me ... I didn’t
achieve it because of my skills, abilities or
intellect, I achieved it because of luck, I was in
the right place at the right time, I knew the
right people".  
 
And you’re afraid that someone is going to tap
you on the shoulder one day and say, "I have
figured it out, you don’t actually belong in this
role, you don’t belong in this position."  It’s a
fear of failure and success. If you succeed
there may be more expectations put on you,
more tasks, and needing to replicate that
success again and again which means
experiencing that self-doubt again.
 
How common is Imposterism?
 
This number has been thrown around a lot
and I’m yet to find the source, but it’s thought
that up to 70 per cent of people at some stage
in their life will experience Imposterism.  
 
My hypothesis is that people typically
experience this feeling when they are
transitioning.  For example, going into a new
role, transitioning into a new life phase,
moving from university into a new job, or
being promoted. In those cases, it would be
natural to experience those feelings, but for
those who experience Imposterism those
feelings are pervasive and continue
throughout their careers. I imagine individuals
who transition into a new role, at the
beginning would feel, “oh I’m a bit unsure
about this, am I ready for it?” but then they get
to the point where they realise “I’m mastering
this, I’m intelligent enough to do this, I’m
capable.”   
 
Whilst people who experience the imposter
phenomenon continue to doubt themselves
despite achieving, despite the awards, despite
receiving praise from others saying that they
are doing a good job. It’s common across
multiple occupations, not just students or
academics, we have looked at high performing
individuals across various industries, doctors,
and lawyers, and regardless of gender they
are experiencing it.  And some very famous
people have experienced it, a famous quote
connected with imposterism comes from
Albert Einstein "The exaggerated esteem in
which my lifework is held makes me very ill at
ease. I feel compelled to think of myself as an
involuntary swindler.” — Albert Einstein
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LEADING
MILLENNIALS
T H R E E  E X P E R T S  O N  T A L E N T  A N D
I N T E R G E N E R A T I O N A L  C O L L A B O R A T I O N
S H A R E  T H E I R  I N S I G H T S  O N  W H A T
R E C R U I T E R S  A N D  O R G A N I S A T I O N S  N E E D  T O
C O N S I D E R  W H E N  L E A D I N G  M I L L E N N I A L S



"MILLENNIALS

WANT TO

KNOW THAT

THEIR IMPACT

IS MAKING A

DIFFERENCE."
ASHLEY FELL

Ashley Fell is a social researcher, TEDx speaker
and Team Leader of Communications at the
internationally recognised McCrindle Research.
As a trends analyst and media commentator, she
understands how to effectively communicate
across diverse audiences.  From generational
change to responding to technological disruption,
from key demographic transformations to social
shifts, Ashley delivers research-based
presentations dealing with global and national
trends.

 

What kind of career trajectory can we
expect from the Millennials? 
 
Millennials have spent longer in education than
previous generations. More than 1 in 3 have a
university degree compared to 1 in 5 Baby
Boomers. With this comes greater expectations
around career trajectory and opportunity. 
 
While the Baby Boomers were shaped in an era of
greater job security and career stability, today’s
emerging workforce has seen sectors like
manufacturing decline and new jobs like App
Developer, Cyber Security Professionals and
Social Media Marketer become mainstream. 
 
The rise of the gig economy where people may
hold down multiple roles or are more
freelancer, contractor and contingent worker
than employee means that we have moved away
from job for life, and career for life. 
 
The national average job tenure is just under 3
years per employer, which means that school
leavers today will have 18 separate jobs across an
estimated 6 careers across their working life.
While Boomers developed their career by
showing loyalty within an organisation and
climbing the rank, Millennials are shaped in a
work culture where careers are developed by
moving across organisations, grabbing
opportunities and gaining experience across
organisations and industries.

 

What are millennials looking for from
their organisations and leaders? 
 
Millennials are looking for what we call the CPI
equation, which stands for Culture, Purpose and
Impact. Culture refers to the workplace
community, the way the staff interact, the values
that they hold.  It’s the ‘who’ of the organisation,
the people, and the 'how' of the organisation, how
they do what they do.  Purpose refers to the ‘why’
of an organisation.  It’s the big picture of what the
organisation is about, their reason for their
existence.
 

It’s referring to the vision, which can be
compelling and engaging for this emerging
generation. Impact refers to the contribution
team members can make to achieve this
vision. Millennials want to know that their
impact is making a difference. It’s no longer
just enough to provide a fair day's pay for a
fair day's work, this generation want to know
that their own contribution is having an
impact and making a difference.

 

What are the challenges for
intergenerational teams and how
can they be met?
 
One of the biggest challenges is a lack of
understanding about how different
generations work, as they continue to mix in
the workplace. Every generation of young
people throughout history has copped a bit of
bad press from the older generations and
that’s not always without reason. 
 
Each generation has strengths, which we
should connect with and weaknesses, which
we need to keep an eye on. But the facts are,
Australia has an ageing population and with
this an ageing workforce. It is just a basic
factor or future proofing and forward
planning for leaders to start to think about
attracting the next layer of talent, leadership
succession planning and staff development.
Millennials bring the latest education, an
innate connection with technology
and can connect with their cohort better than
any other generation. 
 
Diversity in the workplace is great, because
with greater diversity comes different
perspectives and an ability to connect across
customers or communities – an organisation
gains strength when it resembles the society
in which it operates.
 
When organisations have a range of different
generations and they can connect with their
strengths, it will enhance an organisation.

Listen to The Symes Report podcast with Ashley Fell on iTunes
and Spotify
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DARREN
PEIRIS

Darren Peiris is Head of Talent  & Employee

Communications ANZ/People & Performance at The Kraft

Heinz Company. We asked him to share with The Symes

Report his top tips on leading millennial talent.



DARREN'S TOP TIPS  ON:

 LEADING MILLENNIAL TALENT...
 

Let them fly…
 
 
A lot of Millennials are coming in
very smart and highly educated.
Loyalty is a two way street for them.  
You need to give them freedom with
boundaries for them to grow and do
challenging projects.  So don’t clip
their wings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Keep the end goal in sight 
 

 

Millennials are a group of people who

are more informed than ever.  If you

want to give them opportunities, you

need to show them the end goals. If

they can’t see the end goal of what

they are doing they are likely to go

somewhere else that will help them

find it.

Enable don’t manage 
 

 

The leadership role has changed, it

used to be about control, a chain of

approval, but managing now is

about enabling and figuring out

how you can pass certain decisions

back to millennial, or people in

junior roles.  You need to figure

out how you can enable

Millennials and not block them

from the decision making process.  

1 2 3



STEPHANIE
NORRIS

Stephanie Norris Talent Acquisition

Manager at Cisco, talked to us about Cisco's  

approach to recruiting and retaining

millenial talent.



 Millennials are so well informed at
the moment, and are sure of
themselves and the path they want
to take.  They are keen to learn,
keen to progress their careers
quickly and will seek out better
opportunities that are more aligned
to their goals.
 
When looking at hiring or retaining
Millennials it is important to provide
opportunities for shadowing,
mentorships and sponsorships.
Employers need to be aware that
these opportunities are an
expectation of early career talent
and need to be prepared to share
examples of how their organisations
do this. At Cisco – we have the
“Mentor-Me” Program, CSIRO
partnership and executive
shadowing.

Another key thing Millennials looks
for are companies that offer social
impact programs/Corporate Social
Responsibility programs. 
 
This is really key and continues to
become more and more important
for younger generations.
 
Companies that support various
causes, both locally and globally are
attractive to Millennials.
 
Recently Cisco announced a
partnership with Global Citizen
where we have pledged to work
together to help eradicate extreme
poverty by 2030 (Number one of
the UN's Sustainable Development
Goals).  At Cisco we offer 5 days for
giving back, where our employees
can use this time to volunteer and
give back however they choose.
This is a great selling point when
recruiting top talent.

STEPHANIE'S TIPS

 ON LEADING MILLENNIAL TALENT

 
 

"MILLENNIALS

ARE SO WELL

INFORMED AT

THE MOMENT,

AND ARE SURE OF

THEMSELVES AND

THE PATH THEY

WANT TO TAKE."



ONES TO WATCH
M E E T  S O M E  A M A Z I N G  Y O U N G  I N D I V I D U A L S  W H O  A R E  M A K I N G  A

S P L A S H  I N  C O R P O R A T E  A U S T R A L I A

O N E S  T O  W A T C H

VIVIENNE MUTEMBWA
 
What is your current role?
 
I am a Consultant in the field of Cyber Security,
Governance, Risk and Compliance. I assist public
and private organisations in achieving their business
or service delivery and technical security objectives.  
I studied at the University of Cape Town in South
Africa and hold a Bachelor of Commerce with
majors in Economics and a Bachelor of Commerce
Honours in Financial Analysis and Portfolio
Management
 
Why are you passionate about cybersecurity?  
 
Cybersecurity is important to me because I believe
the digital economy has provided social inclusion in
terms of access to financial services, healthcare,
education and community development initiatives. 
When an organisation has a cyber security related
challenge, of course, there is the macro impact but
there is also the micro impact because these are real
people affected and therefore it becomes personal.
 
What are your career goals?
 
To quote Oscar Wilde “Be yourself; everybody else
is taken” I aspire to not only become an expert in my
field but also an authentic and genuine trusted
advisor to my clients and peers. I have been
fortunate enough to be surrounded by a network
that has generously shared their experiences and
knowledge with me and I therefore intend to
become a mentor within the industry. I want to be
intentional about my career, but also allow myself to
explore and take the opportunities that may come
along the journey, especially those that scare or
intimidate me. Though I believe there is still a lot of
work I have to do, I acknowledge my progress so far
and the fact that taking opportunities presented to
me is what got me here today.
 
 
 
 
 
 

VIVIENNE MUTEMBWA, Pic: Supplied
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A N M O L  S A I N I

M A T T  L E V Y

What is your current role?
 
I am a Senior Manager at Macquarie Bank within
Corporate Transaction Advisory & Projects,
Financial Management Group. 
 
What are you currently passionate about?
 
As an Indian born Australian woman, I have
experienced firsthand the effects of exclusion and
biases - both at school and in the workplace in
corporate Australia.  I am therefore extremely
passionate about fostering diversity and inclusion
into everything I do, whether it's in the way I lead
and empower my team in the office or the
initiatives I am involved with outside of work.
 
What are your career goals?
 
 My career goal is to work my way up through
senior roles to eventually become the CEO of an
ASX listed company within the next decade.

What is your current role?
 
Business Implementation Manager at Westpac. Working
on project and process improvements that enhance
banker and customer experiences. 
 
What are you currently passionate about?
 
My passion is helping people understand what is possible
and that nothing is impossible if you just believe.
 
 
What are your career goals?
 
To grow my board portfolio and be happy in what I do no
matter what it is. I'm currently finishing my MBA and
training for my 5th Paralympics Games.
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What is your current role?
 

I am Relationship Manager, Philanthropy at Equity Trustees.

 I support individuals and families who are on a journey of

philanthropic giving.

 
 

What are you passionate about?
 

In my day job – I support families to bring their philanthropy

to life, connecting them to amazing organisations delivering

wonderful impact in our community.  Outside of work, I am

on the Board of Dress for Success Sydney where it is our

mission to empower women to achieve economic

independence through support, professional attire and

development tools. 

 

 

Can you share some of your career goals?
 

Am I allowed to say I am in my dream job?  It allows me to

leverage my corporate career and skills with my love for the

for-purpose sector – the best of both worlds!

W
A

T
C

H

L E O  S A I T O

What is your current role?
 

I am a Senior Associate in PwC Australia's growing

Technology Consulting practice. I primarily advise ASX200

clients across a diversity of industries, about IT due diligence

in M&A deals, strategy and architecture, technology finance

and cost optimisation.  

 

 

What are you passionate about?
 

I am passionate about lifelong learning and mental wellbeing,

currently focused on learning about product management and

Western philosophy, as well as serving as an accredited

Mental Health First Aider for our workplace.  

 

 

Can you share some of your career goals?
 

One of my ambitions is to leverage my Japanese/English

bilingual skills and IT background to support the investment

and growth of socially impactful technology businesses,

across the globe.





TINA  SEELIG :  

A  LIFE  BEYOND

EXPECTATIONS

If  there ’s  anyone  who  knows  about  navigating

a  fulfill ing  and  innovative  career ,  it ’s  Tina

Seelig ,  one  of  the  world 's  leading  authorities

on  creative  thinking  and  innovation .  She

spoke  to  The  Symes  Report  about  career ,

creativity  and  questioning  the  rules  of  the

game . Professor Tina Seelig Pic: Supplied



Crafting the career of your dreams

Tina Seelig has inspired and nurtured thousands of students as a
Professor at Stanford University and led her own illustrious
career; an exciting fusion of academia, popular content
production, successful business ventures, social impact pursuits
and leadership. 
 
Her bestselling book, What I Wish I Knew When I Was 20, is
often included in lists of best career books on the market. Ten
years in publication, with no signs of outdating, What I Wish I
Knew When I Was 20 has an inspiring and enduring message:
craft the life of your dreams with creative problem-solving
techniques and resourcefulness, be unbound by expectation or
limitations, and you will find your own success. 
 
And rules? Tina cautions her readers, reminding them that
there’s a difference between rules and recommendations and it
can be limiting to see only rules in your way.
 
What motivated you to write the book, What I Wish I Knew
When I was 20?
 
This book was motivated by my son, Josh. When he was 16, I
realised that he would soon be heading to college and I wanted
to impart wisdom that I wish I knew at that age. The list I started
when he was a teenager turned into a talk that I gave around the
world, and ultimately a book which came out on his 20th
birthday.
 
How do you feel 10 years later about the book? Were you
surprised by its success? Why do you think it struck such a
chord with readers?
 
I was shocked and delighted by the book’s success. I believe that
people in many parts of the world are hungry for the message in
the book that you are ultimately responsible for your own path
in life, and that you can give yourself permission to “break the
rules” to achieve your own personal objectives. I continue to get
letters from people of all ages with stories about how they took
this to heart and crafted the life they dreamed of living. 

A lot of our readers are mid-career. If you had to think about
the title, What I Wish I Knew When I Was 40, without asking
you to write a whole new book, what would be some of your
tips?
 
At midlife, it is important to remember that there is still a lot
of time to design the life you want. You can leverage all you
have done so far, the network you have built, and the
knowledge you have gained. My career at Stanford began
when I was 41 years old, so I know this to be true. The key is to
set an intention about what you want to do, let others know
about your goals so that they can help and, just like when you
are 20, take steps in the direction you want to go.
 
You have a hugely successful career as a Stanford Professor,
faculty director, speaker and author. What are you currently
passionate about in life and work?
 
For the last year I have been experimenting with a bunch of
new courses which provide new challenges for me and for my
students. For example, I developed and taught a new course
on unlocking innovation in prison, in partnership with a large
prison in California, San Quentin State Prison. There were 16
Stanford students and 16 men from San Quentin in the class.
We had a live link between Stanford and the prison twice a
week, and visited the prison four times during the academic
quarter so that the students could work together in person. It
was one of the most challenging and inspiring classes I have
ever taught. 
 
You have helped kick start and nurture many careers and
some very famous businesspeople. Is there a particular
journey that you are most proud of?
 
It is a huge honour to help young people gain the knowledge,
skills, and mindset needed to see and seize the opportunities
around them. Their stories continue to unfold years after they
take classes, and share that the lessons they have learned
continue to serve as guideposts along the way. I am
particularly proud of one student who went on to medical
school and became a neurosurgeon. With the skills he learned
about turning problems into opportunities he is now launching
a new venture capital company designed to solve vexing
problems in the healthcare arena.
 

 

"Just as we teach math,
science, music, and sports,

we should be teaching
creative problem solving

skills to everyone."
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Are we all creative?
 
Of course we are all creative! If we weren’t, we wouldn’t be able
to solve all the problems we naturally address each day. The key
is to help everyone learn how to hone these skills. Just as we
teach math, science, music, and sports, we should be teaching
creative problem solving skills to everyone.  
 
What place does creativity have in the future of work?
 
It is critical to the future of work. Computers are great at solving
problems, but we are needed to frame those problems properly.
That requires creativity.  In fact, that is what I spend most of my
time focused on in my classes - teaching students how to ask
questions that reveal a much larger range of solutions.  

Professor Tina Seelig
Pics supplied

What’s next for you?
 
I am excited about a new course called Inventing the Future.
Each week the students learn tools for generating bold ideas for
how the future might evolve and tools for evaluating the impact
of those innovations. We then have a debate about the utopian
and dystopian consequences of a different technology, including
lab grown meat, drones for package delivery, and AI personal
assistants. The students walk away with an understanding of
their role in crafting the future, and tools for doing so.
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T I N A ' S  W I S D O M :

Q U O T E S  F R O M  

W H A T  I  W I S H  I  K N E W  W H E N  I  W A S  2 0

Written with infectious enthusiasm which leaps off the page, What I Wish I Knew
When I was 20 by Tina Seelig is a must-read for graduates and individuals considering
a change or side step in their careers.   
 
"You are limited only by your energy and imagination," says Tina, challenging her
readers to look beyond limitations and the expectations they may have of themselves
and others may have of them.  "The world is divided into people who wait for others
to give them permission to do the things they want to do," she says, "and people who
grant themselves permission." 
 
Tina proves if you apply creative thinking techniques to the twists and turns of your
work and life you will gain confidence and skills to navigate a fulfilling career that
suits your life circumstances and stages, and your greater purpose.  From challenging
assumptions, identifying your resources, brainstorming different and even fun ways
to promote yourself, the book is peppered with insightful anecdotes and examples of
individuals who apply such techniques to their lives and careers.  Ten years on from
its original publication, we face a shifting landscape in the way we work with ever-
changing technology, requiring individuals to adjust, upskill and continually reshape
their careers and so What I Wish I Knew When I was 20 is indeed today more
relevant than ever.                   
 
 – Barbara Harvey

B O O K  R E V I E W

• Instead of waiting to be asked and tiptoeing around
an opportunity, seize it. It takes hard work, energy
and drive - but these are the assets that set leaders
apart from those who wait for others to anoint them.

• We don’t have to be right the first time. Life
presents everyone with many opportunities to
experiment and recombine our skills and passions in
new and surprising ways.

• There is considerable research showing that those who
are willing to stretch the boundaries of their current
skills and willing to risk trying something new are much
more likely to be successful than those who believe they
have a fixed skill set and innate abilities that lock them
into specific roles.

• Problems are abundant, just waiting for those willing to
find inventive solutions.



ARTIST'S TRUE COLOURS
Sarah Rowan is a speed painter on a mission. She has thrilled audiences with her

fast-paced work, bringing to life the energy and mood of more than 400 events.

The Symes Report caught up with Sarah to find out her views on creativity, speed

painting and living an authentic life.

Photographer: Shane Rozario



Can you explain speed painting and why you
have chosen it as a creative medium?
 
Speed painting simply put is painting fast. For
me, it means having a canvas mounted on my
spinning easel and painting in front of an
audience for anywhere from three minutes to
two hours.  I began in 2004, soon after
graduating from university with a Bachelor of
Fine Arts in Studio and absolutely no clue how
to make a living. After reflecting on how much
I enjoyed entertaining people and public
speaking, I decided to have a go at something I
had never seen before…painting in front of
people. My first performance happened to be
in front of 4000 people and I didn’t have a clue
what I was doing but the adrenalin rush was
addictive.
 
Art has a way of communicating far beyond
any barriers of language, culture or religion. It
allows me to encourage others and bring joy to
people I never would have been able to
connect with otherwise. It is a remarkable
experience and I'm so grateful to have
discovered it early in my 20s.

Speed Painter Sarah Rowan in full flight
Photographer: Sophie B

"AUTHENTICITY IS

LIVING

UNAPOLOGETICALLY

AND GENUINELY AS

YOURSELF."

My aim is to raise millions for charities
through the auctioning of my paintings at
fundraiser events and so far I am almost to
the $200k mark. Exciting times ahead.
 
What does creativity mean to you? And
how can it be fostered?
 
Over the past 20 years, my definition has
continued to morph as I have grown and
developed as an artist. At this point in time,
I am loving (Eat Pray Love author)
Elizabeth Gilbert's definition of creativity:
“The relationship between a human being
and the mysteries of inspiration” and
creative living: Living your life based on
curiosity rather than fear. I love the all-
inclusive simplicity of that perspective.
Artists stereotypically have been made to
feel more unique and different from the
rest of society and it has not served the
world well. I believe we are all born
creative and can continue to grow if we
embrace our birthright as creative beings. 
 Choosing through every season of life to
make decisions from a soul filled with
curiosity rather than fear will foster one's
creativity one day at a time.

SARAH
ROWAN

M E E T

 

 Sarah Rowan
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Is there enough creativity in the workplace?
 
Over the past decade of working with businesses and
being in a role as a creative innovator, I can say that there
has definitely been a shift in the workplace. Every year
there has been a steady increase and desire for creativity
to be implemented in the workplace. As the digital age has
led to thousands of jobs being replaced with machines,
creativity has become a necessity for survival in the
business world. This being said, there is a long way to go
yet…and I don’t mind as that means I still have a job.
 
What does authenticity mean to you? 
 
Authenticity is living unapologetically and genuinely as
yourself. Though we may spend years, even decades on a
journey of self-discovery, I believe authenticity is
embracing yourself even when you find rejection from
your culture, family, friends or belief system.
 
Top motivational speaker Simon Sinek says that if we are
one person at home and a different person at work…then
in one of those places we are a liar. I believe authenticity
is being the same in both our personal and professional
lives.
 
Can you describe your own journey to your true self?
 
My journey to authenticity has been two decades in
coming as I battled with the responsibilities and
obligations laid upon my shoulders as a woman raised in a
conservative Christian home in the southern part of the
US. As a teenager, I was convinced that I had to change to
fit the mould of my culture or I would burn in hell and
disgrace my family. Mentors and pastors tried to yell evil
spirits out of me. My crime: Being gay. 
 
I felt like the only way to survive life was to do the “right
thing” and marry a good man and become a mother, so I
was a wife by the age of 25.It took 12 years of marriage
and two beautiful children before I could no longer hide. 
 My body was falling apart from depression, resentment
and self-hatred when I saw the movie, The Greatest
Showman on Boxing Day 2017. This Is Me became the
soundtrack of my life and I decided that if the bearded
lady could sing unashamed on a stage, why couldn’t I?
Every excuse and lie that held me bound  fell to the
wayside and 2018 became my Year of Brave. 
 
The number one thing that had always held me back from
leaving the marriage and being me, was fear of what it
would do to my children. And to my surprise and
gratitude, they have been my biggest cheerleaders the
entire way…and not only me, but also my girlfriend as
well. What a year! What a journey! When it comes to
authentic living, one of the most incredible aspects I have
discovered is that even on the most difficult of days,
whether physically sick or financially stressed, whatever
the situation I still can walk with my head held high and a
grin on my face because no matter the problem, at least I
am facing it as myself and not a fake version of myself
created to appease others. 

Pic: Supplied
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CREATIVITY GAMES
30 CIRCLE CHALLENGE

When we try to think of ideas, be creative or come up with solutions to a problem, we tend to go with the first

idea we think of. Thinking creatively is a skill and one that can be developed.  One way to develop creative

thinking is to practice thinking of lots of ideas and solutions to the same problem.  The 30 circle challenge is a

famous creative thinking activity.  The idea is to turn as many circles as you can into recognisable objects. The

first one is done as an example for you. And what you will notice is that after each circle you will become more

creative as you think of different ways to transform the circle.
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When long-time friends Monique Filer and Dannielle
Michaels decided to start their own business, they
wanted to create an entrepreneurial and mentally
stimulating venture that would fit in with their families. 
That business now exports to 35 countries and employs
22 people – including both of their husbands.
Happily, people have stopped asking them “when are
you going back to work?”
 
Both with intense corporate backgrounds – Monique in
finance and operations and Dannielle in marketing and
communication, they were well placed to set out on their
own. But they needed a product. Enter, kids.
“The idea really came from me travelling with a newborn
and having to change her on a plane,” says Dannielle.
“I was complaining about how annoying and frustrating it
was and we started brainstorming.”
They came up with a prototype nappy wallet and took it
to an industrial designer, then did retail and market
testing.
 
Two years after its initial conception, the nappy wallet –
or essential baby box  – was born. 
This was quickly followed by a travel bib and diaper
caddy. There were cashflow issues and a shoestring
budget. But they were well on their way.
Innovation, they say, has been key to their success.
“Everything we do needs to be a little bit different to
everything else on the market.   The sippy cup was a big
innovation.  “It doesn’t matter what angle the cup is on,
the straw is always in the water. With the fork, it doesn’t
matter what angle you put it in their mouths, it’s always
the right way.
 
“The innovation comes through the functionality. The
other thing that makes us different is how we genuinely
look at our end user – in our case, parents of kids aged 6
months to early primary. We do focus groups, for example
with the cutlery, we look at how kids use cutlery – not just
our cutlery but all cutlery on the market. How do they
hold it? How are they trying to put it in their mouth?“ 
We realised in doing a lot of market research and talking
to a lot of parents  – you get to understand what the
problems are. What b.box does is try and solve those
problems.  “Sometimes people see what we’ve done and
say, 'why hasn’t anyone done that before?'”
 
They also get their own staff on board, with designers,
marketing and sales all having their say.

Baby
Boom

E N T R E P R E N U E R  S P O T L I G H T

By Ingrid Green
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 (L-R)  Monique Filer and Dannielle Michaels 



  

“We look at it differently, as a team, and that’s how we’ve
hit that sweet spot in the market.
 
“By the time a product gets on the market we’re pretty
confident it’s filling a need that hasn’t been met.”
Branding has also been important.   “When people think
of b.box they think of innovation.  The feeding market is
very competitive. There are a lot of options. We want to
stand out, so when we’re designing something we ask,
how can we be different from just another bowl or
another cup? So everything has a b.box twist to it.”
 
They’ve also learned to fail fast.  “We always tell the
team, let’s try it, but if it isn’t going to work let’s pull the
pin quickly and move forward.  We listen to our
customers, we listen to our distributors.”
 
And they don’t take all the credit.  “A lot of the success
isn’t just Monique and I, it’s much more than just our
initial vision. It’s key that the people we’ve brought into
the team share that vision.”
 
The design team recently won a Good Design Award in
Sydney and the head designer was there to accept it.
“It’s very much their hard work as well that goes into the
products. For the team, it keeps them inspired and
motivated and that external recognition is huge.”
 
Their values – accountability, respect, being genuine,
having fun with what they do – have shaped the culture in
the b.box office.  “It’s a big part of how we recruit, it’s a
big part of our day – we practice what we preach. If
there’s a container to unload Monique and I are the first
ones down there. Unloading containers or sticking labels
on boxes, we do what needs to be done. We don’t have an
ego-driven company at all.”
 
Says Monique: “When we recruit now, there are a lot of
things that you can train, but the wrong cultural fit can be
quite toxic.”  Dannielle agrees: “I think by having some
flexibility with hours and respect people’s life patterns or
kids, or outside commitments, I think that’s also built that
culture of continuity and community."
 
They say they’ve worked really hard, but have enjoyed
the flexibility that running their own business has
allowed.“The hours that you work in corporate and the
culture of many corporates is not conducive to you being
a present parent during the day,” says Dannielle. “I
wanted one of us [parents] to be there when the kids
were taking their first steps, but I didn’t want to lose that
creative outlet, or that business outlet. I didn’t want to be
out of the workforce.  The business has won a stack of
awards –Telstra Small Business, AusMumpreneur,
product design awards – but the pair’s real passion lies
with the products.
 
 
 “The awards are amazing, and

they’re great for ego and the
business culture, but nothing is
better than someone using one
of our products.”

“I still get a buzz when I see someone I don’t know and
they’ve actually gone into a shop and they’ve bought and
used our product.“
 
The awards are amazing, and they’re great for ego and
the business culture, but nothing is better than someone
using one of our products.”
 
The brand has had a lot of success in Asia, including
massive growth in China. Dannielle put this down to their
“phenomenal partner” there. “We work with distributors
we develop really strong long-term relationships with.
Copycat and counterfeit products have been a challenge,
so we spend a lot of money protecting our intellectual
property and defending it. It’s very flattering that people
like our products so much they feel they need to copy
them." 
 
They say they’d always been aware of that risk. “It’s a
matter of keeping one step ahead. Right from the start
we focused on the branding. If there is a copycat product
out there, people will choose the b.box one because of
the branding.”
 
They’ve also had to learn when to say no.“Sometimes an
opportunity looks amazing but a challenge for us is to
know which opportunities are the right ones,” says
Dannielle. "It’s really easy to get tempted by the golden
lights, like the US market, but we’ve learned that we have
to stay focused. We’re very agile and we’re good at
evaluating opportunities, and leaping when we want to,
but it always has to come back to what’s our strategic
goal? Does it match what we’re trying to achieve? Or is it
a distraction that the business can’t afford or doesn’t
need at that time?"
 
They appreciate that they’re great role models for their
daughters.“Girls can do anything. The pair are still very
passionate about what they do.“The key focus is building
the brand, expanding products and exploring new
markets. The next 10 years is an exciting chapter for the
business. We’re not bored yet.”

 Trust your instincts
 Be bold. “Don’t take 'no' for an answer”
 Follow your passion but do your research
Whatever you think is going to happen, plan for the
opposite
Don’t expect to be an overnight success 
It’s hard work and you’ve got to make a lot of
sacrifices, but you’ve got to be able to push through it.
Finding a business partner means you can share that
load – debate and challenge can get you to a better
end point
 Don’t give up

Looking at starting your own business?                
Here's what Dannielle and Monique have to say:
 

 
“If we had listened to all the ‘very helpful’ advice we were
given at the start, we wouldn’t be sitting here.”
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10Symes Group's
Top Tips on
Presenting

The best and most influential form of communication is face to face, one on one interactions. This has been backed by

neuroscience but is also an obvious conclusion considering that for many thousands of years’ history, knowledge and stories

were passed down from generation to generation by the spoken word. Oral story telling is at the cultural core of our first nations

people here in Australia.  

 

It’s through face to face communication that true connection is made, learning and messaging is embedded and the seeds of

change can be sowed. 

 

Despite the shifts in civilisation, and in light of the rise of technology such as artificial intelligence, this form of communication is

more relevant and important than ever.  In the workforce, whether you are an employee, volunteer, people leader, from

graduate to C suite, you are expected at some point to present. And if not present then definitely communicate with impact-

succinctly and effectively.

 

Learning how to communicate successfully in high stakes scenarios such as large presentations, conferences,

reporting to board members, delivering results to clients, speaking up at a meeting, launching a product or service. There are so

many scenarios that require presenting skills and all are vital.  As Nathan Furr, a world expert on strategic

narrative and author of “Leading Transformation” states, no one sits on the couch to read your strategy report.

 

'Presenting with Impact and Authenticity' is one of Symes Group's flagship programs.  It combines the principles of storytelling

and performance with the science of personality as well as coaching psychology. Symes Group shares their 10 top presenting

tips.
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Nerves are good: Remember nerves are your

friend and help you to perform better.

It's not about you:  Don't think about yourself.

Focus on your audience and what they need

from you.

Fake it until you make it: Tell yourself you are

confident and you will find yourself becoming

confident as a result.

Develop a warm-up ritual: Find a moment in

the bathroom to practice your warm-up ritual,

it might include deep breathing, self talk or

voice warm ups.

Fear and excitement evoke the same

physiological response: Sweaty palms?

Racing heart? The symptoms for fear and

excitement are often the same. So change fear

to excitement in your mind. 

Learn the thoughts not the words:  Don't

learn a script. Instead learn the sequence of

thoughts and your delivery will be more

natural.

Stay grounded: Before you start, stand with

your feet apart and firmly on the ground. Hold

your shoulders back and then find a relaxed

pose.

Start with the WHY: Start with why you are

communicating, and use this to guide the

content.  

Show, Don't Tell:  Use stories, case studies

and examples to make your point.

Find the friendly faces:  Make a note of your

audience and look for the friendly smiling

faces. Return to those faces throughout your

talk for encouragement.
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TRENDS IN
DIGITAL
MARKETING
By Barbara Harvey

LOOKING AHEAD
A frictionless customer experience,

the importance of trust and cornering

the Millennial market are key topics

global thought leaders on marketing

Martha Rogers and David R Bell have

been exploring for decades.  

 

The Symes Report spoke with Martha

and David, who were speakers at the

World Business Forum Sydney and

WOBI on Digital Transformation

Sydney about their insights on what is

needed to survive and thrive in the

ever changing digital marketing

landscape.
N O M A D I C   |   2 4
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World expert in digital marketing and the

customer experience, Martha Rogers 

 argues that in the 21st century the

customer has the power.  According to

Moore’s law, explains Martha, computers

get 1000 times more powerful every 20

years and customers become 1000 times

more connected.  And the more connected

they are, the more powerful they can be. 

 “The power of customers,” affirms Martha

“is that they’re expecting more from

marketers than ever.”  The “customer

experience” is certainly something

businesses are talking about.
N O M A D I C   |   2 4

Martha Rogers
DIGITAL MARKETING

 In fact, Martha affirms 90% of CEO'S

expect to be competing on customer

experience by 2021.  But good intentions

are not enough.  Martha reveals that

companies are not getting the customer

experience right.  In a recent study, 80% of

CEO'S say their companies deliver

excellent customer experience. Yet when

the customers of those companies were

surveyed, only 8% report experiencing

excellent customer experience. That’s a

large gap.

 

 

So what do consumers want and

need? And how do you fulfil those

needs? Martha suggests starting with

a simple question: “What do

customers want from you that they

can’t get now at any price?” and

“What is the industry norm and how

can we bust that?” and  "How can we

manage the profitability of every

customer we have?"

 

 

Martha Rogers speaking at the World Business Forum  Sydney 2019
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Competing on Trust
 

One of the drivers of trust is transparency and the permanency of the internet. “You can’t un-google yourself” says Martha. This can be bad news

for some but it is good news for ethics in business.  Businesses now more than ever have to stay accountable and building trust has value too.   “If

the customer trusts you, then they believe they’re going to understand your point of view.”  Which is important as it means the customer feels you

are on their side.

 
Building Trust
 

Martha argues that building trust is what all marketers need to be thinking about.  Martha presents that 84% of marketers say building trust is the

most important marketing objective for the next 8 years.  “Customers are no longer willing to put up with the things that companies have been

getting away with for a long time," says Martha. "Such as not reading the fine print or benefiting from something the customer doesn’t want.” 

 

Losing Trust
 

Losing trust with customers can be catastrophic for business.  In a study by Accenture, 54% of 7000 companies surveyed had incurred measurable

costs of collectively $180 billion due to loss of customer trust via a trust incident.  "A trust incident is any event or circumstance that results in the

loss of real or perceived trust in a company. "

 

 

Extreme Trust: Turning Provocative Honesty and Flawless Execution into Long Term Profits
by Don Peppers and Martha Rogers
 
Staying competitive today is all about trust. And in their latest book, "Extreme Trust: Turning
Provocative Honesty and Flawless Execution into Long Term Profits" Don Peppers and Martha
Rogers explain that it's no longer enough to be considered trustworthy. Instead, the world of
extreme trust calls for organisations to be proactively seeking the needs and interests of their
customers to ensure their customers don't make mistakes or miss the fine print.  They call this
being "trustable."   Understanding what it means to be "trustable" and how to achieve it will be a
unique way for organisations to be disruptive. According to Peppers and Rogers most
organisations are not acting in a way that they would define as "trustable."  So if you are looking
at ways to edge ahead of your competitors or to engage more meaningfully with your customers,
you need to read this book.  Trust us.

The Symes
Report's Jessica
Symes (L) and
Barbara Harvey
(R) with Martha
Rogers at
WOBI's World
Business Forum
Sydney.
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David R. Bell
DIGITAL MARKETING

A graduate of Stanford University and marketing professor at the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School, David is an

award-winning teacher. His studies focus on how we use the Internet and related technologies to search, shop and sell – a

subject he delves deep into in his best-selling book – “Location is (Still) Everything” (New Harvest, July 2014).  He discovers

that even in today’s interconnected digital world, location means everything.

 

David developed Wharton’s first course on digital marketing and e-commerce. His research articles have appeared in all

major marketing journals, and his research has been recognised with numerous awards.

 

When David spoke at the WOBI on Digital Transformation conference in Sydney this year, The Symes Report's Barbara

Harvey was lucky enough to catch up with him. 

 

 

Pic: Supplied
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DAVID R .  BELL

 

The Symes Report's Barbara Harvey with David R Bell at his

book signing at WOBI on Digital Transformation Sydney

Location is (Still) Everything by David R. Bell
 
Based on extensive academic research and peppered with brilliant examples and case studies,
"Location is (Still) Everything," is a must have book for marketers and those interested in human
behaviour around online shopping.  As David says himself: "This book is for anyone who is curious
about how and why we use the virtual world of the internet and its related technologies to shop." 
 Originally created as a one stop resource for business students to access examples and studies in the
digital marketing space, the book's thesis is presented via Bell's beautifully simple GRAVITY
framework and written in an accessibly conversational tone which makes it a joy to read. You will
learn about the elements of real-world/virtual world integration and above all fundamentally
understand that where we live influences our relationship with the internet, right down to which
coffee we drink. 

 

The world of business is changing, and old paradigms are being
challenged. What do you believe is the key to success in the future?
 
Thinking about business in terms of the elimination of friction is an
amazing way to innovate. The idea of taking out friction is just so
fundamental because the old economy is full of friction. In the old
economy, if I want to know, should I stay at Hotel A or Hotel B, I
would have to try and find somebody who stays there often, call
them and ask them about their experience.  But now you can find
reviews on every product and service on the planet. You can open
your phone and in a second, you will see some indication of the price
and quality of those goods and services. So that search friction is
totally dissipated.
 
You’re a world-renowned teacher and mentor. What does good
business mentoring and teaching look like?
 
I think you have to do two things, I think you have to listen to
people's ideas, nurture them and tell them what's right about their
ideas. But I think the hardest part of mentoring is then questioning
those ideas and challenging people about what might go wrong with
their ideas. For me, that goes a little bit against my personality. But
it's about helping somebody to be better. For example, I had a very
good student who took my class. He came to me one day and he had
this wacky idea to build a direct to consumer bicycle company. I
didn't think too much of his idea. So, I told him frankly “Why don't
you go away and think about something that's really salient to you as
an individual. Think about what really frustrates you and
then come back to me.” He came back a couple of weeks later and
explained he was the father of twins and he really hated the stroller.
It didn't fold up properly…. 

3 questions with David R. Bell

"Thinking about business in terms of

the elimination of friction is an

amazing way to innovate."

And so now he's the Founder of a direct to consumer baby stroller
company. Obviously, he did all the work. But stories like that mean I
really enjoy being a mentor. And now of course there is reverse
mentoring. I am currently supporting a high school student and he’s
the one teaching me stuff. He's amazing. Digitally native, he reached
out to me through his high school and a program to work with
professors as mentors. And he's been teaching me Facebook
marketing, how to utilise Instagram properly, and other social media
tools.
 
Think back over your career to date, what are you most proud of?
 
I did feel as a Professor I created some original content and some
original ways of looking at digital marketing and the digital economy.
When I started teaching this class in 2013, there were no textbooks
so I had to cobble it together. That I think was something that I took
ownership of. And then I think the other thing is being a Kiwi,
growing up with three young brothers going and living in America, in
New York City. I have an incredibly diverse set of friends, in age,
career, cultural backgrounds, totally all over the map. They're not all
middle aged academics! That's something I'm quite proud of... I know
a ton of really interesting people. And I think that's just from
growing up in New Zealand and being open to all kinds of people
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LEADING THROUGH
UNCERTAINTY
A N  I N T E R V I E W  W I T H  N A T H A N  F U R R

 

If you are a student of Nathan Furr, then count yourself

lucky.  Associate Professor of Strategy at INSEAD (one of

the world's leading Graduate and Business schools),

Nathan, possesses that combination of fierce intellect,

playful curiosity and genuine compassion for others that

makes him one of a kind.  The focus of Nathan’s work?

Innovation and technology strategy. A headline speaker

at this years WOBI on Digital Transformation conference

in Sydney, Nathan is transfixed by questions such as how

do we come up with ideas?  How do leaders navigate

uncertainty?  And… who leads well in the transformation

space and why?

Nathan earned his Ph.D from the Stanford Technology

Ventures Program at Stanford University and is a life long

scholar confessing to always reading 5-6 books at a time. 

He’s also successfully merged the two worlds of academia

and business and has published a slew of best- selling

books, papers and articles.  It was enriching to meet and

talk with Nathan and discover why he is so passionate

about innovation, his views on the future, his role in

ranking America’s 100 most innovative leaders and most

importantly to find out what’s on his reading list right

now.

“If innovation is solving problems, big and

small, then that's what I want to be

involved with.”

Nathan Furr
Pics supplied
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What is the focus of your research and work at present?
 
Underneath all my books is a very simple hypothesis. And that is,
we are entering an era of uncertainty and change.  It’s terrifying
and frightening for people. But the truth is with uncertainty and
change there's opportunity.  Because the barriers to do new
things to change the world have never been lower. We're living
in a world of opportunity.  It's never been easier to be a
hardware entrepreneur or a software entrepreneur, or to have a
new idea and to get that idea out there. 
 
But many of our tools and frameworks were developed for a
different era, a more stable era. And so my question is: 
Do our existing tools and frameworks need to be changed? Or do
we need new tools and frameworks? 
 
I’m curious about how we develop uncertainty capability.  I am
really interested in the question: Why do some innovators and
leaders have an ability to tolerate or navigate the uncertainty in
a different way. It’s not a new idea, John Keats, the romantic
poet called it negative capability-the ability to entertain the
uncertainty without having to shut it down prematurely. 
 
What motivated you to research and work in the
transformation space in the first place?
 
The reason why I work in innovation is because at the root it’s
about solving problems.  I remember this defining moment when
I was at Stanford University doing my PhD, and I was debating
about the commitment to an academic path versus going out and
doing other things. I was really inspired by a course called Design
for Extreme Affordability. In it, the students tried to rethink how
we solve some very common problems. For example, one of the
projects was how do we treat infants in developing countries
who are born prematurely and then die because they can't stay
warm. 
 
 

Well-meaning philanthropists had tried to solve this problem by
donating incubators but they are expensive so you can’t have
that many and they end up in urban centres, so there’s not a
repair eco system to support them.    
 
So in the end, these incubators end up in the corner gathering
dust. But what the students in this course did was to
fundamentally rethink how to solve that problem.   And what
they did instead was create a little sleeping bag accompanied by
a pouch filled with a wax compound. And the compound is just
the right composition so that you can throw that pouch into a pot
of boiling water, it melts at just the right temperature, that when
you insert it to the sleeping bag, it keeps the baby warm. And so
now a solution that had cost $10,000 could be delivered for $20.  
And for me, that was the defining moment. I said, if that's what
innovation is, if innovation is solving problems, big and small,
then that's what I want to be involved with.  I want to figure out
how do we do that? How do we do it better? And obviously, it's
an incredibly nebulous process. So it's a hard thing to unpack in a
simple formula. But how do we do it better? And how do we
unleash people's creativity to solve the problems we have
around us?
 
What does the future look like? What is ahead in the next 20
years?
 
There's a lot of change happening. I'm not one of the
people who believes that everything will be replaced by robots.
Artificial intelligence, actually, is decades away from being able
to do what humans do.  But I think the need for people to do jobs
that require creativity, emotional intelligence, social intelligence
will always be there. And what I think technology will do is it will
just shift the way we do work. So my hope is, frankly, that
technology could reduce the number of jobs that are mindless
and soul crushing for people, and allow people to do the things
that they add more value in.
 
And so there will be change. I'm a  little frightened about that. I
see these politically extreme outcomes, like in Britain, in the US
and in France, as symptoms of that.  And so I think we are going
to have to think collectively, how do we go through an industrial
revolution without so much human cost? 
 
So in the first industrial revolution, yes, our lives are materially
better, the material well being is much higher than before, but
there was a lot of human cost in that transition. So how do we
help people bridge that divide is an important question we need
to be asking ourselves.

 "I think the need for
people to do jobs that

require creativity,
emotional intelligence,
social intelligence will

always be there." 

Nathan Furr
Pics supplied



You are part of the team that researches and decides
who is on the Forbes Innovative Leader list. The Symes
Report champions gender equality and women in
leadership initiatives. How can we see more women on
that list and what will it take for that to happen?
 
This is a big systemic problem and I feel very uneasy
about it.  We've created this Forbes list of the world's
most innovative leaders. Now, one of the things that set
those two lists apart (Fortune 500/Innovative Leaders) is
it was not a qualitative survey.  So we tried to get
quantitative data to generate the list of the world's most
innovative companies and leaders. 
 
But that reveals really quickly the systemic biases. So for
example, on the list of the world's most innovative
leaders, we use this academic technique where you
search through press/media and you extract the
mentions of people.   But if you look at how many female
CEOs there are on the S&P 500, it is extremely low. So
immediately, our sample is biased. We proactively tried
to include more female innovators in there, and they
have incredible stories to tell, like Robin Chase, who is
the founder of Zipcar, one of the first  car -sharing
startups.  Robin talked to us about the challenges of
raising equity as a woman.   So one of the things I'm
working on, it's not complete yet, but I'm working with a
group to try to create a list of the top female leaders of
innovation. 
 
I think we have to work proactively to recognise the
under- recognised. Because one of the oldest things we
know in the organisation field is what’s known as “The
Matthew Effect”  “The Matthew Effect” comes from the
Bible and what it means is that to those who are given
more will be given and those who have not be given, more
will be taken away. It doesn't make sense in any religious
sense.   But it's a perfect description of a very well known
social, psychological factor, which is that we tend to over-
attribute achievements to the visible winners -
disproportionately more than we should.  So there's all
these incredible people, women, other people who are of
any form of diversity, who are doing incredibly important
things that are not being recognised because we have a
system that tends to award a few people in the spotlight. 
 Because if creativity is about accessing diverse ideas,
how do we get access to this?
 
In your talk, you outlined the personal qualities/skills
required to be innovative and you mentioned
networking for ideas. I imagine that you are someone
who encourages reading broadly - what are you reading
at the moment?  
 
Right now, I actually read quite broadly. I'm reading the
Colossus of Maroussi by Henry Miller. It's a travel book
but Miller is an incredible literary artist writing about
Greece. I'm also reading a book called Do Dice Play God
by Ian Stewart, which is about the mathematics of
uncertainty. So what you see is I'm reading books in
literature and books in mathematics.
 
I also have been reading books in physics. So the big idea
is, follow your curiosity and see how it connects. Beside
my bed is a dresser stacked full of books from anything
about the history of oranges, to psychology, to economics
to literature. I feel that literature has so much to teach us.
 

Associating and putting different things together is the
essence of creativity. It's fed by four behaviours: questioning,
observing, experimenting, and idea networking which I
identify in “The Innovator's Method."  So you should, of
course, be reading about creativity. But you should also be
reading about the things that inspire you.  If you look at Nobel
Prize winners, yes they're obsessed about their particular
problem. But they also understand classical music, or they
understand car mechanics.  When I read about literature, a lot
of times I'm picking up clues about the nature of uncertainty
and change, and how to think about that. It’s always
fascinating to connect the dots.
 
---
 
According to Nathan, books are an incredible resource for
creativity. But what of his own books? I think Nathan's
humility precludes  him from  stating that his latest book
"Leading Transformation: How to Take Charge of Your
Company's Future," co-written with Kyle Nel and Thomas
Zoega Ramsoy, is one of the most unique and cutting edge
business books on the market.  The concept and the blueprint
for strategy provided are literally out of this world. The use of
science fiction writers is recommended to help create a
future strategy for organisations.   The way that the writers
provide ample evidence and case studies to prove this is an
incredibly effective approach. And if you consider that the
genius of Steve Jobs and Bill Gates was in their ability to
forecast an unimaginable future, this technique is potentially
revolutionary.  And to add to the process, "Leading
Transformation" encourages the use of comic strips and
story- boarding to share the strategic narrative with
stakeholders. Having read a plethora of business books in
2019 I would highly recommend this one to add to any good
bedside dresser.
 
Nathan Furr is a world thought leader in leading
organisations to foster a culture of innovation and
storytelling. The Symes Report are very grateful to Nathan
for sharing his own story and his insights with us.
 
 
 

By Barbara Harvey
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DON TAPSCOTT
Thought Leader

BLOCKCHAIN
70



Blockchain Technology is set to change the world as we
know it.  But for the average person, its mere definition is
elusive.  The words ledgers, bitcoin, exchange are often
synonymous with the technology and despite having had
the concept explained to me numerous times, I was always a
little confused about what Blockchain Technology actually
was and why it was so important. That is until Don Tapscott
took to the stage at the World Business Forum Sydney
2019.
 
As well as being a digital visionary,  one of the world’s
leading authorities on Blockchain, Co-author of "BlockChain
Revolution" (with son Alex Tapscott), Don Tapscott can also
add to his book of tricks, explaining Blockchain in such a way
that it is simple to understand.   Albert Einstein once said, “If
you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well
enough,” and I tend to agree. After listening to Don speak I
understood Blockchain to be a peer-to-peer exchange
supply chain in which transactions of value, such as money
transfers can occur in real- time, with infinitely more
security than traditional banking.  And in a recent article
Don provided this explanation: "Blockchain provides a
platform upon which we can create, store, and transact
value digitally, peer-to-peer."*  

But of course, Don's authority on Blockchain goes
beyond a simple explanation.  He is the founder of the
Blockchain Research Institute,  a think tank which
currently researches  and seeks to support organisations
to benefit from the research by implementing Blockchain
Technology into their operations. 
 
Don is invited to present all over the world about the
potential for Blockchain beyond its application in
cryptocurrency. Don prophesies that Blockchain's
greatest value lies in its potential to be a positive force
for change for business, modes of operating, finance, for
education and even voting in an election.  As Don writes
"Blockchain is the foundation for the second era of the
internet – an internet of value, where anything of value,
including money, our identities, cultural assets like music,
and even a vote can be stored, managed, transacted, and
moved in a secure, private way."  I met with this
incredible figure at WOBI's World Business Forum
Sydney 2019 to talk about his ideas and his most
treasured collaboration with his son Alex Tapscott.

A N  I N T E R V I E W  W I T H  D O N  T A P S C O T T
B Y  B A R B A R A  H A R V E Y

2018 Nordic Business Forum

For further information see
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/understanding-how-blockchain-
works-alongside-other-don-tapscott/
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Don Tapscott - Thought Leader Blockchain

 

You have long been known as a digital visionary.  What does
the future look like for the generation of children today?
 
There are a couple of scenarios for the future. One is that we
keep going the way we are going but soon we will have passed a
deadline to do something about climate change.  There will be a
world of further fragmentation of social discourse, structural
unemployment, our data will have been captured irrevocably by
giant digital conglomerates and our governments will not only
undermine our privacy but be able to control our lives. Because
a lot of medical data can be turned into software so big
corporations and governments will not only spy on us but alter
our behaviour.  I could go on painting a nightmare scenario. 
 
But there’s another option. A future in which we decide that
we're going to embrace this new technology and we're going to
build a new social contract to ensure that technology serves
people.  We could have a pretty cool world. A world where
artists, musicians and creative people are fairly compensated for
the work that they create.  It could be a world where we turn
around the current trend in which economies are growing but
the middle class is shrinking- we have wealth creation but
declining prosperity. That's a solvable problem. We could pre
distribute wealth and ensure that the economy is more
democratic and that people are fairly compensated for the value
they create.
 
What is the role of Blockchain Technology in the future in
solving global issues?
 
Technology doesn't build a better world for future generations.
People do. Blockchain is a new platform whereby we can do
some extraordinary things. We can know what's truthful and
what isn’t.  We can enable people to cooperate together to co-
create value and wealth.  

We can attack some of the biggest problems of our
times, climate change, the crisis of legitimacy of our
democratic institutions, creating a new second era of
democracy.  Climate change is the biggest problem facing the
planet. And through Blockchain Technology there is the
potential to contribute to solving it with a Blockchain-based
incentive plan.  For example, the company Carbon Axe. 
CA is attacking the problem of climate change by tokenising
carbon credits, providing an incentive to mobilise the entire
planet to behave differently.   
 
One of the greatest opportunities enabled by Blockchain
technology has to do with recovering our identities. All this data
that we have created has been captured by large corporations
and institutions. But as individuals, we can't use the data to plan
our lives.  We can't monetise the data and our privacy is being
undermined if we can't get that data back.  The possibility of
managing this data responsibly for ourselves is a wonderful
opportunity.
 
 

The Symes Report's Barbara Harvey interviews Don Tapscott at the World Business Forum Sydney 2019
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By Barbara Harvey

Have you always been a big thinker? Were there any signs of
creativity in your youth?
 
I was a musician at an early age and I played in my Dad's dance
band. He asked me to play instruments that I didn't really know
how to play properly. So whenever he was missing a guitar
player or a keyboard, trumpet player or a bass player from the
band I would sit in.  So I had to get creative really fast. 
 
And if I think about High School my most important subject,
hands down, was my music class. I'm still in a band today, it's
called "Men in Suits."  We used to do a concert every year
whether the public demanded it or not but then we got good so
we are recording now. We are a charity band and raise funds for
good causes. We're not all men and we don't wear suits, but
we've helped raise approximately 3-4 million dollars over the
years for good causes.

What is it like working with your son Alex Tapscott?
 
It's been the most joyous collaboration of my life. When you're
working with someone you share DNA with it's pretty
interesting.  We got to the point in writing the book where we
didn't even need to speak to each other. 
We look at something together and I would say “I think…” and he
would say before I finished… “I know what you mean…” and I
would say "do you?”  and he would say… “yes!” Here’s an
example.   At the time when our book “Blockchain Revolution”
was released an Australian named David Wright said he was
Satoshi Nakamoto* One day we were doing an interview on
television and the journalist said:  “I need to ask you. Is David
Wright Satoshi Nakamoto?” Without missing a beat, Alex and I
looked at each other.  I said, “what do you think Alex? Is it time?”
He said, “it's time.” And together we said: “We are Satoshi
Nakamoto.” And that was not rehearsed. It just happened.
---
 
* Satoshi Nakamoto is the pseudonym used by the creator of
Bitcoin. It is unknown who Satoshi Nakamoto is.
 
Thank you Don Tapscott for an insightful and entertaining
conversation.

Don Tapscott with son, Alex Pic: Supplied
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CHARLENE LI
Thought Leader

DISRUPTION
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Be curious – ask who your future customers are

and what do you know about them?

Have a customer advisory board and include the

people who can give the best insights of

customers' future needs.

 Invest in research – don’t just go with your gut.

Look at the frustrated customers and learn from

them.

Have a bias for action – never stand still. 

Create a culture that can thrive in flux

Focus on your beliefs and behaviours to create a

positive culture, ask which beliefs are holding you

back and which must you adopt?

To streamline the process, ask your people what’s

not working.

Adopt a hard-wired operating system. Successful

disruptors tend to be highly organised with a lot of

process in place.

TIPS ON EMBRACING DISRUPTION

 

Charlene shares some tips below on how you can

embrace disruption to be a disruption victor. You can

find out more in her book, The Disruption Mindset.

 

Here are some top tips from Charlene.

 

 

Transformation, according to disruption expert
Charlene Li, occurs when technology is applied to
solving the right problems. Charlene has been analysing
individuals and businesses navigating their way through
a transformation in the digital space for over twenty
years. A graduate of Harvard College and Harvard
Business School, Charlene is the best selling author of
six books including her latest book “The Disruption
Mindset” and her research reveals that culture and
leadership play a greater role in transformation than
technology.  “Most people focus on the digital aspect of
digital transformation and not the transformation
piece,” reveals Charlene. “The technology is important
to understand, but it's only one small, tiny part of it.”

“Disruption represents change and change provokes a
very human response,” Charlene explained in more
detail. “Disruption for some people conjures up really
negative connotations and for other people it means
excitement and change. And in some ways, it’s a zero-
sum game.  Will you be a disruption victor” challenged
Charlene at this year’s World of Business Forum
Sydney, “or a disruption victim?  Will you take
advantage of all of these technologies out there or will
you stand by and let them sweep over you?”
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A FACET5  CASE STUDY
 
 

What have been your goals and objectives around
using Facet5 Teamscape with the bid proposal
team?
 
Bids are fun; they are challenging and get your
adrenaline pumping. However, the dark side of the
bidding process includes elements of stress, long days
and/or late nights, and it is a time-pressured
environment that can take its toll in different ways on
different people. I consider myself very lucky; I work
with a high performing bidding team. The team
regularly receive commendation from our global
colleagues, and they are an integral and invaluable
part of Arcadis Australia.
 
Therefore, it was and still is, extremely important for
me to make sure I have the right people who can
thrive in a bidding environment. Bids are a team
game, and so the right person needs to depend on
other members who complement their strengths and
mitigate their weaknesses. I am proud to say that this
team enjoy working together; balance each other and
work efficiently within the highly competitive and
deadline-driven world of bidding. This success is
majorly due to the work we have done over several
years with the Symes Group and Facet5.
 
The original goal of using Facet5 Teamscape was to
build a complementary high-performing team. We
used the Teamscape to form and reform our team,
integrate new team members and work through
barriers to team performance. Each member of the
team has a Facet5 profile and a Teamscape to know
how their behaviours are likely to fit with the role, the
team and the culture.
 
 

Jessica Klasicki, head of Strategic Pursuits Excellence
Centre Australia at Arcadis, spoke to The Symes
Report about how Facet5 has helped her build a
cohesive team in a high-pressure environment.

 

 
The Arcadis Australia proposal (bid) team is called the
Strategic Pursuits Excellence Centre. The team is
centralised and located around Australia and the
Philippines. The team provides winning pursuit and
proposal support to the business to sustain profitable
growth, support collaboration and improve cost of sales.
The Australian team focuses on providing the business
with a full pursuit and proposal support service whilst our
team in the Philippines has grown to enable greater
support for the business. Arcadis is a leading global design
consultancy that has helped design, create and improve
quality of life in Australian cities for more than 75 years. 
 With 27,000 people in 70 countries, Arcadis works right
across the full asset lifecycle, and delivers a full suite of
services, from design engineering, to cost management,
to the environmental advisory, to the technical advisory.
We focus on helping our clients deliver successful
projects that have a real impact on people’s lives.

SPEC APAC (Left to right): Katie Morgan, Gabby Nicol, Charmaine Eager, Stephen Uhr, Jessica
Klasicki, Andrea Vargas, Kelly Dykman

Facet5 is one of the most modern and advanced measures of personality available today. Used by organisations and
consultancies worldwide, Facet5 supports human capital management for individuals, teams and organisations, consistently
adding real value.  Facet5 is ideal for use by anyone who needs to understand human behaviour in a work context. 
 
Symes Group uses Facet5 in the majority of its people development programs and coaching engagements, as it adds rigour
and reliability to the process.
The following is a case study of work that Symes Group has carried out with a client using Facet5.
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When the Manila Team joined the team, what were your
objectives of including Facet5 Teamscape?
 
The Manila team is an integral part of the strategic pursuit
excellence centre team. This team helps co-ordinate
proposals, creatively design the proposals, manage our
bidding databases and collateral. Therefore, the
understanding of their behavioural profiles together with
their preferences, strengths and weaknesses are of high
importance to improve the team relationships, culture,
communication and finally performance. This wider bid
team have not had the opportunity to meet face to face;
however, they collaborate daily; therefore, we needed to
understand how we all prefer to think, communicate and
work. The Teamscape has helped us improve
communication in the virtual environment, improve
problem-solving and productivity and reduce team
conflict. The most significant benefit has been that this
tool has empowered the team to feel more confident and
assertive through increased understanding of themselves
and others.
 
 
 
 

"This tool has empowered the

team to feel more confident

and assertive through

increased understanding of

themselves and others." 

 

– Jessica Klasicki

By knowing and understanding our individual
behavioural profiles, we were able to identify the
strengths and weaknesses of each individual and
the team. We were able to determine where each
person will contribute to the team, as well as those
areas that may make them less effective. This
approach helped the team understand how each of
us prefers to think, communicate and work. It
helped me as a leader understand the culture of the
team, how relationships are likely to work, and how
the work will be managed and delivered.
 
What were the benefits and outcomes of using
Facet5 Teamscape with the team?
 
My local bid team is virtual and scattered across
Australia; therefore, to have the right team
members for this stressful environment, team
composition was our starting point. For
interviewing bid professionals, a common question
is “how do you cope with stress?” I have always
found this strange as there is no real right answer;
however, in 2012, Arcadis found a personality tool
(Facet5 through Symes Group) which helped
describe an individual’s expected behaviours in a
stressful time. This was incredibly useful when
finding the members to form the bid team. After
conducting Facet5 profiles on potential team
members and Teamscape for new hires, we were
able to leverage team member’s individual and
collective strengths. This has helped the team
strengthen our relationship by understanding each
other, working through barriers in our team
performance, manage stress within the team and
workload. As a manager, I have been able to use the
Facet5 Teamscape to understand how the work
will be managed and delivered, to recognise
individual strengths to achieve high-performance
work outcomes. It has helped me understand how
to leverage different behavioural styles for
delivering complex bids, resolve conflict, engage
stakeholders and manage stress. It helps to deliver
results more effectively.
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